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Baccalaureate Address, June 1, 1919
By Davi d Felmley
W here there is no Vision the people per-ish.-Proverbs 29 :18.
\Ve live in a world of change. Phenomena, the changes that we obse rv, ar the basis of our intellectual life. We ar familiar with the
varied movements, the growth and decay of living things, with the orderly
s1.1ccession of day and night, the procession of the seasons with their train
o f changes in the life of our plan~t. \Ve hav observd the fl uctuations o f
the wether, the tides and billows of the restless sea. But change rules
just the same in those aspects of nature that we regard as most permanent.
T he everlasting hils ar worn down by the action of the elements, the
highest mountains w il be leveld to the plain. The shore lines of the
continents, the depths of the seas alter thru the centuries. Continental changes hav slowly lifted vast mountain ranges and converted fertil
plains into arid deserts .
It was a cardinal doctrin of the older naturalists that in this world of
change there was one immutable group, viz., the different species of animals and plants. For they regarded each species as a separate creation,
designed by its creator for its especial habitat and environment. There
was much to confirm this view to the superficial observer. The fact that
1)ature abounded with special modifications of the great animal types to fit
for particula r regions, the supposed infertility of hybrids, the fact that
many species during the period o f human history had revealed no perceptible change-all fitted into the natural theology of the day so aptly,
that the doctrin of the immutability of species met with almost universal
acceptance.
Dut the more careful study of the geological record a nd of the geografical distribution of plants and animals as made by Lyell, Darwin, and
others, gradually convin.st thoughtful investigators that the old theory was
a mistake. A change 'in the environment of a plant or animal sets up new
forces to which adjustment must be made.
Capacity for adj ustment to changing conditions has been the price of
survival. The changes that most ruthlessly e:'tinguish species of animals
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;ind plants ar not the slow cosmic and geografical changes to which
re ference has been made. The migration of a vigorous and aggressiv
!'pecies into a new region may quite upset the existing balance in its animal
,!lid vegetable life. \\Then man came to :Korth •.--\merica ancl with ax and
fi re clest-roycl its forests, he destroyd also nea rly all the plants and wilcl
c;-eatures that livd in their shelter. The mud 1rnsht from his plowd
fidds, the sewage from his cities and factori es ha v extinguisht the Ii fe in
its stream s. Insted o f the wonderful Aora that robed the prairies we find
o nly the white man's crops, th e weeds that crost the Atlantic with him, a nd
a few stubborn mi llrn·eeds and jimsons th at hav been able to adjust themseh ·s to the ne11· master o f the soil.
l.Jnder the stress o f such changes thousands of species hav perish t.
Only such species can survive as show a tendency to vary so that in each
generation some individuals may 1Je produced better adapted to the oncoming new conditions. Thru countless generations these slow changes hav
been going on . Yet so great has 1been the total effect that only a few of
the types ·that roamd the forests or swa m the seas of mid-geologic time
ar to be found anywhere today. Capacity fo r acljust111ent to changing
conditions has been t he price of survival.
The same great law that adju stment is the price of survival obtains
::1 what we ma5· call the natural history of man. \\'ith th e discove ry and
settlement of America and the introduction of :\ f ri can slavery. the white
r~tce came into contact on this continent with the :\ egro and the I ndian,
two races with onl_v ·the rudiments of civilization. The l ndian of the
forest and the plain, proud, haughty, conservati v, irreconcilable, has been
al most exterminated. The other race subm issiv, patient, adaptable, quick
t•> imitate has prosperd mightily . ,\lredy it holds llrazil, Centi-al America
;; nd the 'Nest Indies. In spite of the slavery of our early history and the
political and social ostracism of later clays the :\ egro bids fair to wrest
from the white race the possession of large sect ions o f this continent.
T he capacity of a race for survival may be due to its physical vitality,
what we used to call its constitutional vigor, its power o f resistan ce to new
ci.iseases, to the hardships o f rigorous climates or the enervating e ffects of
the tropics.
Jt may be due to the prowess of the type in intertribal or interracial
wars, where intelligence, quickness, physical strength, as well as the moral
qualities of cohesion, loyalty, patriotism, combined with barbaric ruthlessness spell annihilation for its enemies.
It may be due to the institutions of the people, to its family life, its
prevailing morals, the excel_Ience of its government, the development o f its
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agriculture and its incl11~tries. the character o f its ecl ucatiou, the quality and
cogency of its religion.
For in st it11tion;, cu~to111s. moral and religious codes ar themselvs in
<1•.tiv competition. The people best furnisht is most likely to prosper, to
mu ltiply, and to d isplace 11-caker peoples. thrn the violence or war or thru
the economic competition of peace. •Even if there is no racial clisplaccr;1cnt, the superior instit11tion i, likely to be copied. imitated, or acloptcc\ l.1y
(,ther peoples and thus to ,precl over the 1Yorlcl. \ ,Villingness th11s to copy
;,nd to imitate is a condition of survival wherever an inferior race is
l>rought into competition 11·ith a more ach· anst people.
I n early ages 1rnr. cannibalism, slave ry, polygamy, piracy wer ll'el ni~h
1;niversal. It may seem that the tribe expert in these barbaric p ;.,r., :,cs
11·01ild inevitably overpo11·er and exterminate the weaker tribes ab•J,1t th~m.
't·ct there is no lesson oi history more true thrn all the centurie,; from Sen11acherib to \Vilhelm I I. than that they who take up the sword shall perish
I>:· the sword. The bold 11a1·igators of Queen Elizabeth ·s time that preyd
11pon the Spanish tresure ~hips wer only pirates acting under ro, al sancti on. But s11ch pirncy soon was felt to be unprofitable. lts re;iction upon
the national morals upon industry and trade, its effect upon internationJI
relations produced los"es far outweighing all this plunder. \~-'h1- may one
m urder and rdb upon the high seas and not upon a highway? Tf it is hono rable and successful to Ii,· by s tealing, ll'hy work for a J; ving? ar questions that occur to the dullest.
Thtc factors of progressiv modification o f any org::i:-ic t:,pe, plant 0r
,rnimal or human, ar four : ( 1) the tendency to vary, ( 2) over pr,)cluction of individuals in each generation in wh ich cmly the most favorcl can
h>pe to :,urvil'e, ( 3) changing environment which selects from each gcnerc. tion those individuals best adapted to the new conditions, and ( 4) the
tendency to inherit the peculiarities of parents. Thus thrn slo11· modification extend ing thru many generations, a type adapts itself to slow ly changing conditions. These factors thru their co-operation constitute natural
~election. These natural forces work automatically ancl blindly. There
's no consciousness anywhere of the goal toward which progress is moving.
Let us now consider another type of selection, a process in which
rnoclification of a species is produced not by the ruthless process of nature
which blindly extinguishes the unfit, but by the intelligent choice of the
breeder who selects out of each brood or litter the individuals that most
1,early conform to an ideal type. Nature unaided produces the crab-apple,
the wild orange, the wolf, the mustang. The same natural forces, namely,
a tendency to vary, overproduction, selectio n, and heredity, when guided
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and controld by an ideal produce the Grimes Golden, the Valencia, the
Gordon setter, the Kentucky thorobrecl.
This control when exercised upon plants or animals we call culture, or
,raining, or breeding. ] t raises these forms to a degree of perfection
,\'hich othern·ise they could never obtain, but it is a perfection suited on ly
to the protected and artificial surroundings in which they liv. It is not per fection in the eye of nature, but perfection in the eye of man who, as rnastt·r of the earth, bends all the forces of nature and he1· living forms to his
1,se and purpose. Turn any of our highly improved breeds out to hustle
ic•r themselves amid weeds and ll'ilcl animals and they inevita•bly perish.
Thomas Davidson in his I ntrocluction to the E ducation of the Greek
l'eople has shown the close analogy between the education of the individual
a,1d artificial selection in improving a breed. For education raises man
from his original to his ideal nature. It tends to change him from what
h(:; would be thru the mere promptings of his 1111co11trokl instincts to what
he ought to be. Education is ar tificial because in a sense civilization is
a1 tificial. 'fhe natural instincts must be redirected , if not defied and
s:,pprest. Tried by the standard of the original nature, the ideal nature
is frequently and largely unnatural. \•Vhen the apostle Paul in I Cor.
2 :14 says, "T he natural man receiveth not the things of the spirit o f Goel''
;,~ is only expressing this truth in the language of religion. Again he recognizes in Romans 11 :24 that the spiritual man is grafted upon the instmcts and elemental powers of the natnral man as the good olive is
grafted, contrary to nature, upon the wild olive. Cnlcss the instincts be
thus controld and directed by intelligent purpose, we get the street gam in
of the city, or the Topsy of "Cncle Tom's Cabin who '•just growcl''.
Let us recognize the essential thing, that to improve the type there
must be an ideal of perfection not yet realized, and a series of voluntary
i,1telligent acts guiding natural development towards this ideal.
A system of so-calfed education in which there is no vision of perfection, no illuminating ideal, to light the path and quicken the purpose of the
teacher, is sure to 1degenerate into a dull and aimless routine, or a haphaza:·d appeal to the spontaneity of tile pupil. ::'\othing can 1be more prejudicial to the best interests of education than to stimulate indiscriminately the
kndencies of the child's Ol"iginal nature.
If then education is the pr ocess by which man is enabled to transcend
his origin al nature anrl attain his ideal nature, no other question is so important as \\·hat is the ideal natme. \i\That is the Good, the goal of man's
efforts to perfect himself? The answer to this question gives us our
pl;i!osofy of education and our philosofy of life. The Oriental finds the
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..-0 al in the complete suppression of self; the Greek philosofers in a life ac~ording to reason, freed from the limi tations o f igno rance, and prejudice,
and superstition; the epicurean in the attainment of happiness, that is, in
c::ilm abiding plesure; Jesus found it in complete su'bmission to the wil of
the Hevenly Father; the m edieval saints in the enjoyment of God, that is
i,, contemplating his perfections and joyously co-operating in his purpose;
the great humanitarians of a cen tury ago fou nd it in devotion to the good
of humanity; K ant in a Good \ \Till, the Jiegelians in the rational freedo m
that flows from insight into and obedience to the \ i\iorld Order; Huxley in
i11e harmonious development of bo dy, intellect_. emotions. and wil that wil
enable man to live in right relations to the p hysical world and to his fe llow
111en.
\i\i idely as these definitions may seelll to differ they all hav one element in common : they all recognize that man's perfection can be r ealized
only in a system o f relations including himself and hi s environment. Thus
when Epicurus tells man to live in such relation to his inner and outer
world as wil giv calm abiding plesure, and when Jesus tells him to live in
,:bsolute conformity to the wil o f God, the vital difference is that one conccivs the world as material and sensuous, the other conceivs it as God's
"·orkl and hence as llloral and divine. Both agree in urging men to live
in hannonious relation to the world, the one as a lllatter of selfish prudence, the other as a matter of self-devotion. As betw een the two points
o f view as ruling principles o f life the common conscience of mankind
makes no uncer tain decision ; for more and more do we despise the man
who makes his ruling ailll plesure, more and mo re do we honor him who
seeks and finds his satisfaction in moral action. A ll thru the :\: ew Testar,1ent we find this distinction made between the natural or inst inctiv and
the spiritual or moral life. ;.\lodern science recognizes the same distinction altho exprest in different terms.

\Ve may then redefine education as the process by which man is raised
from his original sensuous nature ruled by instinct to hi s ideal or spiritual
1:;-,ture ruled lby reason.
l n this definition the 11·ord ruled should be spec ially noted, for only
in rare cases can we say that education consists in stifling or suppressi ng
the natural powers o r pass ions.
The ideal man, to quote Huxley's wor ds, is '·no stunted ascetic hut is
full of life and fire with his passions brought to heel by a vigorous will the
servant of a tender conscience''. The relation is that of master and ser vant. L ife in its highest form is passion ruled by reason . R eason has no
other function but to guide and d irect the natural passions which furni sh
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the fundamental energy in all human endevor; and the richness of the
higher and commanding nature wil be' exactly proportiond to the number,
complexity and strength of the passions that ar to be regulated.
We recognize man's spiritual powers as naturally falling into three
classes; the knowing and reflecting powers; the feelings, our loves and
hates; the wil, our powers to do.
·
Thru the action of the first man bilds ·up an inner world of knowlul.ge a more or less complete image of the real world in which he lives,
and in this inner world he bilds not only facts and laws, but also ideas of
the worth of objects and actions. He will see things not only as they ar,
but as they ought to be. His natural powers of perception teach him
things as they ar, his spiritual discernment lighted hy ideals _reveals to
him what they ought to be.
And what reason constructs, love wil aspire to and the wil wil bring to
pass.
It need hat~dly be stated that behind this spiritual reconstruction in the
light of ideals, there must be the largest knowledge.of the world as it is
today. N ot the world of Caesar, nor of Washington, but the world of
·today with its science, its art, its industries, its religious and moral codes,
its political and social organizations, its hardships and its struggles,. its asr,irations and ideals should be known as they ar. How can man be expected to live a rational moral life unless he knows the world -in which·this
life must be spent and· to which it must be adjusted? It is only by knowing
the actual that we can see the road to the possible and desirable. Fullness
of knowledge of the conditions of rational life is a vital prerequisit to the
rational life.
But it is not enuf merely to know pre~ent day conditions as facts. It
is not enuf to know the relativ worth of these conditions that make fo r
rational living ·and hate the opposit kind; that is, he must love the good
and hate the evil. But this he wil not do unless his emotional nature has
been carefully traind to love "things according to their value for moral ends.
If we do not value persons and things according to their true worth, we
!'t;mcl in an immoral relation to the world and some clay wil act wrongly
because of this false valuation. The common fault of loyalty to persons
even in their wrong doing rather than to the principle that they hav violated is responsible for most of the perjury and other efforts to thwart
j ustis. It is part of the endless conflict between the instinctiv and the rational, the natural man and the ideal_ma,n.
It is not enuf to understand clearly and love truly the conditions of
r.,oral life unless we strive to fulfil those conditions. The function of
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ot:r loves and hates is to move the wil. To experience feeli ngs that do
not lead to action is to weaken the wil. O ne can not lead the rational life
unless his wil is traind to respond with perfect freedom to the suggestions
of discriminating intelligence and the promptings of his feelings . To believ in a proposed reform and not also labor to advance it is to cultivate
~- form of insincerity that enfeebles the wil and destroys the social useful n.!ss of the individual.
The wil mu st execute thru the body; this can be done only imperfectly unless the bodily powers ar in full helth and strength. H ence our educational ideal must include physical efficiency. ·when the blood is sluggish, the stomach clisorclerd, the liver torpid, the nerves jangling, the intellect is clouded, the affections ar distemperd, the wil enfeebled. The
whole bed is sick and the whole hart is fai nt. But the ideal o f physical
efficiency does not include that form of perversion and excess known as
ath.leticism. It would make the body the recly, obedient, supple, a nd efficient minister of the soul; and would impart to it such dignity ancl grace
as wil make the personal presence of the owner at all time: agreeable.
Such is a brief outline of education in terms of personal deve lopment
for a place in organi zed society where acts ar to be judged by their social
consequences, and the antecedent knowing and feeling d eri ve their quality
from their relation to right action. Jn such a plan the value of every
course, of every lesson, of every act, is to be mesurecl by its contribution
t~•warc\s the development of a free wil gu ided by intelligence a ncl ruled by
reason.
To thi s point I hav discust two forms of development; the development of species thru natural selection, the gradual adj ustment o f the
species to a changing environment thru the unspar ing extinction of the
u:.1fit, and the development of the indi vidual tbru education guided by an
ideal. B ut the freedom of man in bis actions is limited, controlcl, often
predetern1 ind by custom, the institu tional life of bis day. ?lfan is civilized
in proportion as he co-operates effectivly with his fellows to secu re the
utilities of Ji fe. T he mocles of co-ope ration ar calld institutions, customs,
laws, fashions, according to the nature of their origin or the social sanctions by which they a r maintaind.
A wise writer has said that man consists of three parts-soul, body,
.ind clothes. By clothes he mean s not merely the garments that drape his
body, but the whole web of social conventions, fas hions, c11sto111s, and prac~ises adopted by our forefathers and hanclecl down to u, as a social inheritance. We ri se in the morn ing by a clock that divides the day in to t wentyfour hours of sixty minutes each. \i\lhy twenty-four and sixt y-but an
lw ur earlier by the s11n than two years ago because of a statu to1·y enact-
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ment not yet graciously accepted by the conservativs. \Ve rise from a
couch whose dimensions, material, construction, furnishings, and style, ar
determind hy custom and fashion . \Ve 'bathe in a room fitted up in the
same way with fixtures, soaps, towels, and toilet articles cletermind by cu~tom. We put on garments whose number, form, cut, construction, and
color ar determind by social imitation. We greet our friends with certain
bodily movements and vocal sounds that ar understood to convey good wil.
\ Ve pick up a sheet of paper folded into pages about 18 inches by 24 inches
coverd with curious black marks which we scrutinize intently for several
minutes. · We sit with our family at a table whose height, shape, material,
and construction a r conventional. We eat a brekfa$t determincl largel y
by social imitation, some of whose materials hav travelcl a thousand mile.;,
yet it is not the same brekfast, possibly not as good a 'brekfast as is eaten
in France or Italy, in Egypt or the Orient. The white table cloth, the
forms of the ta!ble ware, the proper ways of using these articles, the su,:cession of foods,-these ar not matters of free choice; we accept them tmcler certain social penalties for non-conformity. All of this mass of actions takes place in an environment of human origin, a social inheritance in
which our life is cast as in a mold. We grow up in it and look upon all
these man-made articles and practises as a part of the divine order like the
succession of day and night, the green of the grass, or the reel glow of
sunset. Vve think we ar free in the acts that we perform. vVe ar often
free to do or not to do, but if we do at all it must be largely in a manner
precletermincl by law, by custom, or by the fashion of the day.
Institutions ar set ways of doing things. They cletermin not only the
1,1ocle of action, but the form of the material aids. The latter ar not usu«lly a rbitrary, but like the dimensions of furniture, the shapes and sizes of
knives anc;l forks ar determine! by convenience.
Possibly every institution was at the beginning adapted to its pnr-pos•'.
It represented a real forward step in the life of society, and the later modifications, barring the whims of mere fashion wer rational modification~
cl ue to conditions then existing.
It seems to be a law of human psychology that ou r habits determin
our standards and opinions more often than our ideals shape our habits.
The thing wear used to we believ in as a matter of course. \"!\Tear Presbyterians or Methodists, Republicans or Democrats, not because we ha v
subjected the creed of our chmch or the platform and practis of our party
to the test of reason, and hold to them as a matter of conviction. On the
contrary our political and religious affiliations ar nearly all clue to inheritai:ce, to the persuasion of our friends, to personal social or financial advantages more often than to sincere conviction.
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Institutions that hav long existed we regard with all the veneration
d:1e to age. \ i\fe often resist changes in them with the same passionate
devotion that would resist the desecration of the graves of our fathers.
\Ne can not deny the value of this conservatism in giving a sort of steeliness and stability to society. Dut most of us ar naturally thru the mere
inertia of habit too conservativ." In old comm1111ities with settl ed ways,
change becomes difficult, progress wel-nigh impossible.
Progress in the lower forms of li fe is, as we hav seen, due to _the blind
forces of natural selection, or to the intelligent control of the breeder
guided by an ideal. It consists in such physical changes, in size, color,
form, endurance, food, or habits, as wil adjust to the new requirements.
Progress in civilized nations does not consist in such physical changes
in the racial type. It consists in institutional development. A s was
pointed out before, of two competing nations the stronger may be such because of the superior in telligence, energy, enterprise, and resou rces of its
individual citizens, or it may be due to the superior team work of its people, its better organization for co-operation; that is, its better institutions.
In the history of trade, we hav seen city after city succnmb to its rival
because of the better commercial institntions that the rival possest. At
the ontset of the recent world war in military and commercial preparedness, in agricultural methods, in the organization of its industries and it;
railroads, in the education of its workmen, the advantage lay with Germany, yet the fundamental defect in its government-a medieval institution that had persisted into the light of the twentieth century-its
disregard of international obligations, its conquest that permeated it,
proved the undoing of that nation; for it rai sed np such a clone\ of enemies
that defeat was inevitable. I nstitutional changes come to pass in two
ways. Out of the disorganization and ruin that follows a crushing defeat a nation may rebild its institutions along rational lines as in Prussia
after Jena, or France after Waterloo and Sedan. But progress need not
wnit fo r such a catastrophe. It need not wait if its institutions ar still
plastic.
vVe find certain animals whose skeletons consist of a hard crust which
encases the body. This skeleton affords protection, a nd also attachments
for the muscles of its locomotor system. But the skeleton stops all
growth; hence periodically with prodigious effort and intense pain the
2.nimal extricates itself from this shell and moves forward into a larger
and freer existence.
If a people is to escape from the fossilized institutions, creeds, customs, governmental forms, that fetter its life it must possess th ree elements of r edemption.
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First, there must be prophets, leaders with vision; men who see the
better order, and hav the conviction and the courage to assail existing
wrongs and portray the glories of the better day. These leaders ar sure
to array against themselvs the so-called good men of their time. For as
P resident Hyde has pointed out to some of you, the worst enemy of the
better is the good. It was the good citizens of Athens who prest the cup to
the lips of Socrates, and the P harisees, the staunchest supporters of the
law, who urged the crucifixion of Jesus. The mobs that slew the Gracchi
wer composed o f Roman Senators. It was the aristocrats of Boston that
clragd William Lloyd Garrison tied to a cart's tail thru the streets of that
city. It was the so-called best citizens of St. Louis that threw Lovejoy's
press into the river at Alton and that later shot him down in the same city.
But even if he suffer no violence the agitator for social reform must expect
ridicule, social ostracism, loss of position, loss of income, just to the extent
that his work becomes formidable.
Second, there must be teachers, open-minded men and women who
catch the vision from the inspired leader and carry the gospel to every
people. But for the devotion of Xenophon and Plato we should know
little of Socrates. Without the fidelity and fervor of the twelv, the light
of the world would hav gone out on Calvary. It is this evangelism that
brings every gospel of light to them that sit in darkness.
Third, there must come in the Lord's good time a generation of men
to whom the teachers hav brought the vision, a generation of men who wil
adopt the reform proposed. It is a notorious fact that new truths, social
c:nd political reforms must wait for a generation. Harvey declared in his
memoirs that there was not a physician in 1England over forty who accepted
•his view of the circulation of the blood. Darwin made little impression
upon his contemporaries, but the next generation of natu ralists wer all his
disciples. The abolition of slavery, and of child labor, prohibition, equal
suffrage, the short ballot! Gray-haird men and women who dedicated
their youthful enthusiasm to these causes hav lived to see them triumph.
The agitation for tax refor m in l!linois begun in 1883 is about to score its
first success in the substitution of a tax commission for the Board of
Equalization.
Nations, like men, grow old. Like men they may wax fat and gross,
they may lose their ambitions and surrender their ideals, thei r limbs may
be stiffend, their arteries hardend, their vision impaird, their tastes may
grow sensual, they may sink into easy-going indifference towards the
struggles and aspirations of mankind. Such nations pass into oblivion.
Where there is no vision the people perish ! Only as a nation keeps alive
the seeds of progress, only as prophets arise with new vision, only as the
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people respond to their message and revise their political and social creeds,
their customs, institutions, and laws to meet the new world order, can long
Ide and prosperity be the lot of a nation.
The people of our state and nation hav their share of ultra conservativs. A representativ of Illinois in the United States Senate only eight
days ago in discussing the Leag of Nations made this statement : "The
misguided imaginat ion of intellectual perverts has wrought more evil than
the vicious propensities of the criminal, and the distorted images of the
insane. The man who writes a book to portray a new and perfect government, he assures us he has invented, is more dangerous to his country than
the anarchist". It is not wdifficult to imagin what particular intellectual
pervert and what particular document the distinguisht speaker had in
111ind. Against this I love to set the words of another equally staunch republican, himself a distinguisht writer and publisher. "It seems almost
J,rovidential that our party should hav been split by a factional quarrel six
years ago so as to let this man in-this man who with faerie pen has stated
as no other statesman could, the high pmpose o f the allies, who by the very
nobility of that statement has secured its adoption as their creed and platform at this most critical period in the world's history. He is not an ideal
president :but I thank God that he is an idealist".
Membe~s of the class of 1919If there is any truth in the thought of the morning, in becoming teach-.
ers you assume a double responsibility. You ar responsible in large'
mesure for the individual development of your pupils. If their school experience is to be a genuin education it must lift from the life of instinct to
the life of reason, from the state of the natnral man to that of the spiritual
man. This you can never do as a matter of routine. Only as your path is
illumined by the vision of the ideal can you set your watch by the stars.
Your second obligation is to society. It is your duty to help put the
child in possession of his spiritual inheritance, the language and literature,
the science and invention, the standards of art and beauty, the hymns and
litanies and scriptures, the institutions of society that constitute this inheritance. But it is the duty of each generation to pass on this inheritance
tc the next, not just as receivd from its forbears but augmented, improved,
e!'lricht, by its own intelligence and devotion. There is no higher motiv
known to modern man than this desire to improve and enrich this spiritual
inheritance.
Because of your occupation, your detachment from the details of activ
business that cloud the judgment, your need of studying social phenomena,
laws, institutions, and customs in _their reasons, in the light of their fitness
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for promoting co-operation and answering to human needs, you ar perhaps
best able of the men and women of your ti me to appreciate the need of reform, and the wisdom of plans proposed.
Because of your contact with the fresh young Ii fe of children you
must heliev that man may move on to perfection and that every clay should
see the step onward . As forward-looking men and women you wil welcome the vision and reveal it to your pupils. Fer we put into our schools
what we would hav appear in the life of our country.
I think most Americans wi! agree that we hav the best form of government. Our national self-sufficiency wil guarantee thi s opinion. Hut
this does not mean that we hav the best government. If its form is best it
i$ because it is fairly responsiv to the wil o·f the people, providing for
change by constitutional methods and not by violence, 1)ecanse it preservs
the proper balance between conservatism and progress. J\o government
can remain the best government. No set of social institut ions can remain
the best set unle·ss it be in a changeless world. New occasions teach new
duties . Time makes ancient good uncouth.
As teachers it becomes your duty to prove all things and hold fast to
that which is good. You should challenge every institution and compel it
to show forth its rea son; its reason for remaining if it is an unt1:a111111eld
and efficient means of social co-operation, its reason for modification or
even destruction if the conditions that once justified it hav past.
And surely the world stands today in need of many changes. T he
English speaking nations stil use a medieval set of unrel ated weights and
mesures abandond even by its own men of science. l ts spelling is a burden to childhood, a stumbling block to the forener, a standing challenge to
the faith that this is God's world and all things in it under the 1·eign of
divine law. Our calendar abounds in irregularities imposed upon it to
feed the vanity o f A ugustus Caesar. Our systems of taxation, our di latnry and expensiv court procedure, our shackles upon foren trade, our
popular disrega rd of laws that interfere with alleged per sonal rights, otll"
bellicose disposition, our national prejudises-racial and religious, our lack
d genu in civic spirit in times o f peace, our indfference towards those who
waste our national resources o r exploit the lives of chilch·en for private
gain, the unhappy relations between capital and labor.
This is only a fraction of the catalog of defects in the social inheritance that you ar not only to transmit, but to enrich and improve if you ar
good citizens of the republic.

EDITORL\L
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Important Notice to the Subscribers
to rfhe Alumni Quarterly!
Normal, Hlinois, August 1, 19 19.
Announcement was made in the ·May issue that the Executive Com111ittee had decided that subscription to The Quarterly must be increased to
$1.00 per year for all. 1Aibout one~half of the co.pies o f The Quarterly go
to those alumn i of the past five years w ho have formally joined the A lumni
Association and who have pledged to pay alumni dues of $1.00 per year for
five years from graduation. T he remainder·of each issue go to subscribers who have made no such pledge and who have !been receiving The
Quarterly for 50 cents per year.
At the Annual Meeting of the Alumni Association the action o f the
Executive Committee was approved without a dissenting vote. The annual report of the treasurer shows that this action is imperatively necessary. Du ring the past two years the expenses of the Association have
increased greatly. The cost of publishing The Quarterly has doubled
during the past three or four years. For the past six years the Alumni
Association has entertained the members of the graduating class as guests
of the Association at the Annual Dinner. The accounts of the Alumni
Dinner for the past few years show an annual deficit of nearly $100.00.
This deficit must be met by the net proceeds from the alumni clues and
snbscriptions.
At the Annual Meeting of the Alu mni r\~sociation, the treasurer was
?nstructed as follows :
1. To inform all subscribers that the su'bscription price of
The Quarterly is raised to $1.00 per year commencing with the
August Number, 1919.
2. To inform all subscribers who have made advance payments at the rate of 50 cents per year that their advance subscription will be extended from this elate at the rate of $1..00 per
year, or, if they object to the increase in price that their advance
payment will be refunded and their su'bscription cancelled.
3. Jf the income warrants, the management of The Quarterly shall issue extra numbers of that paper when circumstances
justify.
The above letter was mailed to all subscribers.
FRED. D. lJARBER, Treasurer.
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THE VARSITY CLUB
The Varsity Cl ub is a. men's or ganization formed for the purpose of
promoting better fellowship among
the men students of the I. S'. N. U.,
to promote clean and better athletics
and to boost such activities as will
be for the best life of the school.
It was organized during the s pring
term of 1 919. The man who put
forth tir eless energy in its behalf was
,Professor R. H. Linkins, and it may
truthfully be said that the Varsity
Club owes its existence to his efforts. Its organization was a little
late so it could not show what it int(;nds to do. Still two social events
a club dance and a banquet were
held, }?oth of which were highly successful.
The officers for the spring term
were Fred Carlson, president; Thereon W•hite, secretary-tr easurer. The
officers for t he coming year are:
Byron Moor e, ...president; Eugene Ziebold, vice-president; Lynn Watson,
t reasurer, and Edward Flanagan,
sergeant at arms. These men a r e all
efficient and the Va~sity Club should
have an exceeding .prosperous yea:for 1919-1920, and extend its influence to all men of the school and
alumni.
POR.1\IER TEAOHER NOW
A SHOJtT STORY WRIT.FlR
The July nullllber of "Modern Priscilla" contains a story entitled, "Her
Own Creation," -by Miss Lillian K.
Sabine, who taught English composition at the Normal University a few
years ago. The story is a pleasing
one, and is well handled. The descriptions in it are unusually good.
Miss Sabine went from Normal to
Washington, D. C., where she°V-has
ever since been teaching in the Cent ral high school. She has been sue-
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cessful in her work. She is one of
the popular teachers in that school.
During the war, Miss Sabine led
a busy life. She was one of nine
teachers in the Government office .
She also worked with the U. S.
Health commission d~ring t he influenza epidemic.
:.\iiss Nellie Parham, librarian of
the Withers Public -library in Bloomington, recently met Miss Sabine at
Asbury Park, a summer resort in
New Jersey, where she was taking
a. rest and also doing some writing
during her vacation.
'.\USS CllOTHERS GREAT
A CTRESS IN OWN PLAY

Since Bloomington friends were
not present last Monday night at the
opening of Miss Rachel Crothers' "He
and She," may I have a little space
to give my impressions of her latest
s uccess?
I had gone early to the box office
and purchased seats nearer to the
stage than is my custom. So, long
before the curtain rose on Miss
Crother s' opening, I was seated elegantl y in the fif th row. Two mana-gers were in front, Harvey O'Higgins,
playwright, was near by, and the
ho ns~ was filled with expectant theatre goers. Aside from the pleasure
of a first nigh t, ther e was the addit iona.l interest in Miss Crothers' return to the stage after an absence of
many years.
It is difficult for me to write of
the play, for my admiration of theme
and handling is intense; but extravagance would mar what to me is one
of my happiest memories of the stage
- Miss Crothers' acting as Ann Herford. From the moment of her entrance into the studio in the first
act to her great emotional climax at
the close, she has those essentials or
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art, simplicity, sincerity, vitality. Not
one gesture fails in effect; not one
tone is out of key. She is in the
part every mornent, as natural as
if. she were entertaining friends at
home. Some way I feel that she is
at home, that every word is the expression of herself.
Miss Cro~hers' dramatic power is
great. She has vigor, the force that
comes with artistic reserve, and yet
withal warmth and color. Hers is
the art that conceals art, free from
self-consciousness.
Her humor is
spontaneous; her tears are su.:11 wet
tears.
In the last act, when she rises
from the casual mother to on e spiritually alive, loving, suffering, Miss
Crothers has written and has acted
exquisitely.
"He and She" is a little fragment
of life, portrayed with such clear eyes
and sympathetic voice that any one
who loves the theatre mu st rejoice
in this new triumph.
After the play I joined some
friends on the Powhatan roof for
supper. But the club sandwich no
longer thrilled, and the biscuit tortoni
failed to interest. I was still at the
Belasco Theatre, hearing a mother's
voice, "She's my job, Tom. I'm' going
to win her. I shall need all the wisdom of the ages to help me." Somehow I can't help feeling that the wisdom of foe ages has come to her.
The appeal of the play, the excell ence of the cast, and the perfection
of Miss Crothers' own acting foretell
a happy season ahead for "He and
S'incerely,
She."
LILLIAN SABINE.
(The above article was taken from
the Daily P a ntagraph of June 28.)
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FACULTY :\J]j}N PICNIC
On a certain day in June fifteen
men of the Normal university facalty,
Professors Turner, Kuderna, Y'tggy,
Pricer, Newell, Watkins, Wilber, Lancaster, Bar-ber, Bowyer, Eagleman,
Towne, Pringle, Peterson and Eyman
leaving dull care behind them, hied
away by auto to the Mackinaw river,
at Lilly orchards. Here, laying aside
their dignity and years, they became
boys again, tak ing to the water like
ducks, or muskrats. They had a
glorious swim. WhJn noon came,
dinner was cooked over a c~.mpfire,
Prof. Barber, who has cooked many
and many a meal in the woods, acting as chef. From all accounts, that
was a dinner long to be remembered.
After a day of unalloyed pleasure,
the party set out for Normal. All
went well until they were almo st
hom e.
Then everything suddenly
went wrong. They came in from the
west on Sudduth Road, and, just as
Prof. Newell's car, containing, ·besides himself, Professors Pr,t0.rson,
Wilber and Towne reached Main
street, a car driven by Mr. Allen
Little of 603 North School street,
approached from the north, and,
thro ugh a misunderstanding on the
part of t h e drivers, n either knowing
just what the other was going to do,
and despite all their efforts to avert
a n accident, struck Mr. Newell's car
near the rear, turning it over. Prof.
Newell and Prof. Wilber were pinned
beneath the car, and right here Prof.
Wilber took his second bath for that
day, gasoline being sp.illed all over
him. Fortunately, however, it did
not ignite.
The overturned car was quickly
righted and those pinioned beneath
it r eleased. Both were considerably
bruised, but neither seriou·s !y in-
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jured. It was reported that they
were badly -hurt. This, however,
both gentlemen stated, was not the
case. The other occupants of the car
did not receive enough injuries to
mention. It is said that Mr. Little
narrowly escaped smashing into a
tree before his car stopped.

sisted of John Feek, Herbert Kerr,
J. Anton, H. Butler, Talmadge Petty,
D. •C. Ridgley, Grover Kerr, Fredolin
Brandeberg, Fred Cox, Lawrence Oxley, John Shaver, Supt. B. C. Moore,
E. W . Cavins, George E. Smith and
Roy Deal.

So far as is known, nobody attaches blame to anybody else for the
accident. Mr. Little keenly regrets
the
unfortunate occurrence. He
lent all possible assistance to the
others at the time, and his actions
were said to be only those of a perfect gentleman.
The overturned
car, although considerably damaged,
cn n easily be repaired and again put
into use.

Mrs. E. C. Hewett, wife of Pres ident Hewett, visited her sister, Mrs.
J . W. Crigler in Normal this summer.

PERSONAL
Capt. T. B. Crigler has accepted a
posi tion with the Moline Plow Company. He will sell tractors and other
farm implements. Jacksonville is
his present headquarters. Before
U,e war he was teaching manual
training in Cleveland, Ohio.

Carter B rown , son of Mrs. Eva
Fennell Brown, has for several years
conducted a summer resort •hotel at
Castfo Park, Michigan. He is now
bui ld ing a winter hotel at Tyron, N.
C. Tyron is near Ashville.

One of the pleasant features· of the
su mmer school was a series of lectures on " Legal Rights" by Prof. E.
Marion Rucker of t he law department
of the University of South Carolina .

The Norma l Club at the A. E. F.
University of Beaune, France, con-

.Professors H. A. Peterson, M. J.
Holmes and H. H. Russell spent part
of their vacations in Missouri, looking after farm ing interests there.

Y.W. O. A.
Miss Helen Shuman of El Paso,
has recently accepted the secretaryship for the coming year. She takes
the place of Mrs. Chester La.y. Miss
Shuman has been interested in Y. W.
C. A. work for several years, and
has been a member of the cabinet
this year. She took the summer
c0urse at National Training School
in New York, and accon1J)anied the
I. S. N. U. delegates to the conference at Lake Geneva.
The cabinet for the year is full y
appointed, and has charge of the
work of the association during the
present term of school. The officers
of the year are as fo llows:
Presideu t, Betty Taylor; vicepresiden t, Elizabeth Warfield; treasurer , Edith Heinle; secretary, Marjorie Rentschler.
Owing to the absence of Miss Taylor and Miss Rentschle r , Miss Anna
Harper acted as president of the association for the summer, and Miss
Cla r a Newbauer is serving as secretary.
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S'l'U.EET OAR- MAN WILL 'l'EACII
W. B. Coquilette, of 4 11 Normal
avenue, who is night condu ctor on
one of the Park str eet cars, has been
engaged to teach manual training and
athletics at Del Norte, Col., the coming year at a salary of $1,700. Del
Norte is in the south western part of
the s tate, in the mountains. Ten
d istricts have con solidated to form
1'11e school 'in which Mr. Coquilette
will teach . A $200,000 school building is be ing e rected.
Mr. Coquilette received the greate r part of his educa:tion in Colorado,
in which state h e lived until he came
to Normal a few years ago. In 1 916
he attended the Normal university.
TEACHims· COLL.EGE PIN
The Teachers' College Class of
1919 voted to have a distinctive class
pin and were fortunate in that Mr.
James of the Art department consented to make them a design for
their pin.
In the center of the design appears
a T. C. upon the face of a shield;
around this sh ield are the letters I.
S. N. U., arranged so that they form
an artistic setting for the central
idea. The year was purp osely
omitted from the design, so that
other classes might use the same d esign , but is engraved on the back
of each pin.
Many who saw the sample pin,
which Mr. Chadband of Bloomington,
submitted to the class, felt that it
shou ld be approved as the pin not
merely .f or this ·class b ut for all
Teachers' College classes of this ins titution as the value of t he pin
would increase as the number of the
wearers increases. Because of this,
our facul ty was petitioned to approve of the new pin as the recognized pin for a ll T. C. graduating
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classes. We are told that the petition received a unanim ous vote in
favor of the pin . Therefore we of
the T. C. class of 19 1 9 pr esen t to alJ
classes of our I. S. N. U. this pin
wit h our interests in it and in yon.
RE'l.'UltNED TO VANDALIA
Mr. F rank West·holf, son of Prof.
and Mrs. F . Vv. ·westhoff, has r eturned to Vandalia, where he is employed as chemist by the Ford Manufacturing and Roofing Co.

SAlLOltS SJNG AT UNIVE RSITY
The s tuden ts of t he Normal university were delightfuJJy entertained
one morning by the Navy Glee Club
from Ham pton Roads, Va. There
were thirty-six jolly tars in the party,
alJ in uniform. They were u nder the
direction of Mr. Jerry Swineford.
They had just come from Peoria.
Automobiles were waiting for them
at Bloomin g-ton, and hu rried them to
the university, where a large crowd
awaited their com in g. The auditorium was packed, and many stood out
in the corridors.
The sailor boys sang a number of
se lections, camp songs, cla r key so ngs,
etc. Everybody enjoyed their singing. The applause they received
testified to that fact. They were a
happy-go-lucky lot of youngsters,
a nd, grouped on t he rostrum, with
their neat uniforms, and their br ight,
smiling faces, they presented an interesting appearance.
:\IR. FEJ,MLEY'S BIBTHDAY
As Mr. Felmley was just getting a
fair start in the business of the day's
announcements he was interrupted
by the strains · of "Beautiful Ohio"
played by Miss Bloomquist. In accompaniment to the piano came a
sound of singing as thirty white clad
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senior girls marched s lowly up the
aisles and on to the stage. The thirty
girls r epresented nearly every curriculum of the school. The kindergarten department people ca rried
cunning little umbrellas, while those
of the music section carried various
musical instruments, and the domestic science girls were all ready for
work with their big aprons and
k itchen utensils.
As the marchers reached the stage
they continued singing:
Here to you in thanks and love
These flowers we bring.
Happy birthday greetings in our
songs w~ sin g.
Priceless debt we know, I. S. N. U.
we owe.
Always in our hearts we'll prize our
college days,
Strive in deeds a worthy monument
to raise.
'l'hese beautiful carnations in thanks
we bring to thee,
With visions of what is to be.
Just as there came a pause in t he
singing little Miss Vir ginia Ellin-·
wood came forward and . presented
Mr. Felmley wi th a beautifu l basket.
of sixty-three red and white carnations.
Wi~h the music again the
seniors left the stage, _a fter which Mr.
Felmley expressed his sincere appreciation of the respect and admiration
felt for him, and signified by this
class demonstration.
Miss Lorena Beckwith of 317 West
Ash street, is teaching -American history and community civics in the Junior high school a t Urbana this year.
Miss Beckwith is a graduate of the
Normal University, and took her de- .
gree from this school last June.
While in school, she was popular
alike with teachers and students.

Miss Gert rude M. Baker, who came
tc- the university four years· ago as
assistant in t he Physical Training
department and the past year ha8
been acting head of the department,
during the absence of Miss Clark,
has been elected to a fine position in
the University of Minnesota and goes
to that institution at the opening of
school in October.
T. H. Lehman has just been elected
to the position of principal of the
high school at Grand Fork~. N. D.
He has previously been teaching in a
minor position in that school.
Mr. Leroy Wurtsbaugh has been
elected superintendent of the combined township high school and public school at Chandlerville, Ill., for
the coming year at a fine increase in
salary.
Mr. William Wright McCulloch, of
Pon tiac who taught mathematics at
the university this summer, has
taught here for twelve consecutive
summers. As he has recently been
elected co unty superintendent of
schools of Livingston county, this
v;il! be his last summer here.
A LONG WAY FRO)I Ho:\IE
Ensign Royal V. Bur tis, a graduate
of the university high school, writes
that he is about as far away from
Normal as he can get, bu t that he
still remembers -the place. At the
time· of writing, he was at Singapore,
enjoying the wonderful sights. He
mentioned the beautiful plants he
saw while visiting the Botanical Garden at Singapore.
SERGT. HARRY OWENS HERE
Sergeant Harry J. Owens of
Springfield, formerly a student a:t
the Normal university, lately retur ned fro m F r ance, is visiting with
friends in Normal.
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Sergeant Owens first entered
school here in July, 1 913. He . was
last herein September, 1917. He enlisted October 10, 1917, and was sent
to Jefferson Barracks. From there
he was sent to Kelly Field, Texas,
where he served with the Twentyfourtg Aero Squadron for almost a
year. He arrived in France September 1, 1918, and took part in the
heavy fighting in the St. Mihiel and
:Meuse-Argon ne offensives.
After the figMing was over, he
was in school at Dijon, France. He
returned to America on the "Kaiserin Augusta Victoria."
Among the former students of I.
S. N. U. who have recently returned
from overseas service is Miss Ada
Adcock. Miss Adcock was born in
Lincolnshire, England, and educated
in Illinois. She was graduated from
Proctor H ospital, Peoria. After a
few years of successful work in Illinois she spent six years in Ho nolulu,
in home and settlement nursing.
She enlisted in the service from
Stockton, California, taking the oath
of a llegiance in February, 1918. She
was assigned to Camp Cody, Deming,
New Mexico, where she remained until August. On August twenty-fourth,
she sailed with Unit No. 51.
They arr ived at Toul on the morning of September eleventh, and in
less than twenty-four hours were rec
ceiving the first men as the result of
the big drive of September 12.
Miss Adcock's service was entirely
in the Evacuation Hospital, where
they received the men from the field
and the clressing stations.
After several month s of hard work
she arrived in New York on March
seventeenth, and expects to locate
in California.
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EDWARD CANAN HERE
Edward J. Canan, a former university student, stopped off in Normal
recently while on his way home.
He had just been discharged from
military service. He was for a numbe r of months in France, in the supply department. Practically all of
the time he was stationed at Bordeaux. Mr. Canan is one person who
is appreciative of the library lessons
he received while in the university.
He says he noticed that those who
had had them got along so much better in their work. With the knowledge he gained here a few hours,
he says, were sufficient for h im to
get started in his work of classification.

F. E. Jenkins. headmaster of the
St. .James school of Faribault, Minn.,
spent the summer wit·h some of the
students at Camp Minnewawa, Ossipee, Minn.
Miss Ruth M. Stein is doing departmental work in the upper grades at
Lovington this year.
Miss Minnie Howell teaches in the
junior high school at Rushville this
year.
SUMMER SCHOOL
The atten dance at the first term
was 17 42, a ten percent increase over
last year. Of these 149 were young
men. Besides this list of adult students, more than 200 childr en were
enrolled in ·the training school.
The attendance from McLean
County, 24 2, or less than one-seventh
of the whole, is the smallest for eight
years. The largest · attendance is
from the south and southwest, wher e
we find DeWitt with 34,, Logan, 45,
Menard, 26, Mason, 28, Tazewell, 43,
Cass, 17, Macon, 43, Christian 29,
Sangamon, 57, Montgomery, 17, Ma-
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coupin, 77, Madis on, 54, Morgan, 29,
8cott, 22, Greene, 39, Pike, 36.
Next in point of attendance ties in
the nor theast quadrant, with Livingston, 71, Ford, 37, Champaign, 37,
Ver milion, .55, Iroqu ois, 7 1, Kanl,akee, 36, Grundy, 1 7, LaSalle, 35,
Putnam, 19, Marshall, 14, ,¥oodford,
43 . The l ocation of t h e Eastern
Nor mal school at Charleston and of
the ·western at Macomb mean s for
Normal a small attendance from the
n orth west and so utheast. I n all
eigh ty-eight I llinois counties and
eleven other s t ates \\·ere r epresented.
Eighty percent of t he studen ts in
attendance were experienced teachers, while a considerable numbe r of
the fr esh h igh school graduates, who
are to teach in the fall were r ep r esented . Suc h young peop le usually
do not realize the difficulties of teaching or the need of help from the normal schools, unti l they have discove r ed some of the difficulties of the
teaching art.
The largest class e nrollment was
in t he common branches antl in the
cl:a£ses that dea l wi-th Method in the
Primary and Intermediate school.
There is alwnys pr-ozent <'- good ly
number of 1~1ature teach ers, who are
t a lcing adv:rnccd cour~es a c they
move towards a diploma or degree.
It is becoming a general pr actice for
teach e rs who h:\Ve got fairly established in the p r ofession t o atte nd the
no rmal school su mmer a fter s ummer,
until t he n ormal school course is so
r,early completed that it can be finished by a f ull ye:tr's attcnd::r nce.
Miss Dalwta Sharp less atte nded t h is
year for the fo urteenth s ummer
term.
In the second s ummer term t here
were 526 students. Only 1 93 people
were in school both terms.
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INTER-ESTI:XG SOUVE~I RS
Prof. E. S. Packard of 404 West
Mulberry street , has presented to Mr.
C. H. Robinson of 503 Normal aven ue an interesting r11lic of the great
war which he brought with h im \\·he n
he returned a short time a go from
teaching in the milita r y school at
Beaune, France. This relic is small,
simply a piece of insulate d wire
about four feet long, yet it played
a n important part in t h e attempt to
str ike terror int o t he hearts of the
Allies and a ll the civilized world, for
over it messages we r e sent from t h e
German lines to t h e big gun that
shelled Par is.
T his wire con s ists of three strands,
one of copper _to give conductivity
and two of iron or steel ·to give
str ength . Eac h strand is well lubr icated to prevent r usting. Th e
three strands are probably equh·atent
in str e n gth to a No. 18 wire.
W h en Prof. Packard and some others visited -th e big gun , they natura lly wer e very anxious t o obtain s omething in the way of souvenirs. Digging down through the d e bris that
sur rounded the gun, they (ound two
s mall bolts that had not been
rivetted . Prof. Packard took one of
them, and on it wound several feet
of the wire. The deep woods in
wh ich the gun was con cealed was a
network of wir e. T h e r e were probably twenty leading to the gun.
American troops were salvaging the
wire, and P r of. Packar d says he is
sur e he saw a truck load of it .
Among other r elics he obtained is
a p iece of slate fr om the Rheims
cathedral and a litt le shell, filled with
cemen t, which had evidently been in
the mor tar when the walls were being bu ilt. About fifteen hundred
German shells struck the cathedral,
yet t h roughout t he bombardme nt an
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old priest remained in it, so t hat he
might be able to testify at the Peace.
conference that the building ·had not
been used for military purposes.
RRTURN OF PRO!<'. CAVINS
Prof. E. W. Cavins, who taught
for several months in the army school
at Beaune, France, is home. While
in France, he traveled extensively
through the devastated regions and
along the -battle front. He also visited Belgium. It is bard, he says,
for those who have not been in those
countries to realize the awful des truction wrought during the war.
Likewise, he says, it is difficult for
t he people in the United States to
realize the magnitude of the preparations this countr y made in France to
carry on the war. His experiences
abroad have, he says, been very interesting a n d, withal, profitable.

i\!Iiss Alice Jean Patterson of the
university faculty spent her vacation
in New Jersey, w here s he visited her
sister.
Miss Edith Irene Atkin, head of
the hall at Fell Hall during the first
sum m er term, went to Petoskey,
Mich., to spend h er vacation.
Miss Lillian H avenhill, formerly of
t he library staff of the No rmal uni-versity, stopped at Normal recently
o n her way home from Michigan to
visit friends.
i\ITSS SHELDON' HAS LAN'DRD
Miss Eleanor Sheldon, head of Fell
Hall, who had b een engaged in Y.
M. C. A. work overseas since last
s pring, recently landed at New York.
She came over on the U. S. transport
"President Grant" wh ich had aboard
t housands of American soldiers.
From New York Miss Sheldon went
t o her home at Minneapolis, Minn.
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)JISS FOO'l'R TELLS 01<' HER XEW
WORli:
At the union meetin g at the Presbyterian church one Sunday evening,
Miss Frances Foote, of the university
faculty , gave a very interesting talk
on the subject of the Red Cross organization and its activities. As the
ci tizens o f Normal contributed liberally toward t he support of the Red
Cross during the war, Miss Foote
felt that it was no more than right
that they be told how the money was
spent. This informat ion she proceeded to give her audience .
She
traced the history o f t he organization from its ori gin up to the present
time, describing 'he work it has done
and is doing , and emphasizing the
necessity of its being s upported.
Miss Foote described some of her
experiences whi le a worker in the
Reel Cross cantonment a t Camp Pike,
near Little Rock, Arkansas.
She
gave a very complete description of
the work done at thi s place.
This
was intensely interesting a nd very
instructive.
Miss Foo te is enthusiastic on the
subject of the Red Cross. She is, as
is well known, an excellent speaker,
and her talk was greatly enjoyed. It
was clear-cu t, logical, and forceful.
Every word she uttered was distinctly understood in a ll parts of the
room.
CORPORAL DWIGHT PAOl{ARD
HO)rn
With t he ret urn of Dwight Packard from over seas, the Packard family is re-united once more after
many months o f separation. Dwight
Packard went across early in the summer of 1917. Since the signing of
the armistice he has been a member
of "The Doughboys' Frolic," an A.
E . F. s how -that toured th e camps of
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France. He was a member of a
quartette of actors, the show being
composed of ten excellent vaudeville
acts. Home looks best to Dwight,
although he appreciates his experience and speaks with enthusiasm of
many towns in France.
Beaune, -the seat of the A. E. F.
University, he pronounces a beautiful
place. There he had the pleasure of
a visit with Charles Butler and Fred
Cox but just missed Mr. Cavins, who
had gone on an inspection trip.
Ignatius Taubeneck, '17, gave a
stirring speech .at General Exercises
Monday, Aug. 25. Mr. Taubeneck
served as first class private in the
machine gun company, Fifty-eighth
Infantry, Fourth Division. He was
on his way to the front, and was
within sound of the firing when the
armistice was signed. He was then
sent into Germany. During his
service overseas, he served in the
ranks, taught and lectured.
,BffiTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kintich are
the parents of a baby daughter born
August 18. Mrs. Kintich was formerly Miss Winifred Huxtable. She
and her husband are missionaries in
Canton, China.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Coquilette are
the parents of a baby daughter, born
Aug. 16. The little one has been
named Wanda Beryl.
Mrs. Jane Robertson Rice has a
son, Vilas Clifford , born the twentyfourth of last September. Mrs. Rice
graduated in 1913. She is now living in Disco, Illinois.
Prof. and Mrs. E. A. Turner are
par ents of four children, two boys
and -two girls. James was born
May 27, 1919.

Mr. and
parents of
Vanneman
Vanneman

Mrs. Edgar Vanneman are
a girl born Aug. 26 . Mr.
graduated in 1916. Mrs.
was Miss Fern Huffington.

PROI<'. RIDGLEY
Prof. D. C. Ridgley of the univers i ty faculty, was for several months
engaged in educational work overseas.
Prof. Ridgley sailed for France
January 4, and returned July 13. He
reached Paris January 19, and was
soon ap.pointed director of geography
in the A. E. F. l:Ie helped organize
the geography work at the university of Beaune, France, and also -the
farm school, under the College of
Agriculture of the university. Then
he wa.s assigned to field work, which
required that he travel -through the
territory occupied by the American
army, visiting army schools of all
grades. On one of these journeys,
he, with ·three others sent to visit
schools in the 3d army in Germany,
t raveled 2,500 miles by auto.
Later, he was sent out on -a lecture
tour which took him into the centers
where soldiers were passing through
by the thousands on their way home.
He also spent several days in Camp
Romange, France, where 8,000 t roops
were engaged in work at the Argonne cemetery.
After the school work closed,
members of the Educational Corps
were granted the privilege of -traveling for twenty days, at their own
expense, before reporting at ·the por t
of embarkation. During this time,
Prof. Cavins and he traveled together
about 3,000 miles, visiting Lyons,
Marseilles, Grenoble, Chamonix, at
the base of Mount Blanc, the highest
mountain in Europe, and Bordeaux,
where they visi-ted the wharves built
by the American -army. They also
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t raveled for several days through the
battle area, including in their trip
Amiens, Albert, Arras, Douai, Lille,
A rmentieres. In Belgium they visited
the famous cities of Ypres, Ostend,
Brussels, Liege and Namur.
Prof. Ridgley sailed from Brest on
t he " Imperator," sister ship to the
"Leviathan." It carried on this trip
1,400 cabin passenger s, 9,500 troops,
and a crew consisting of 2,500 men.
Prof. Ridgley spent a week in New
York City, and two days in Washington, then returned home.
He resumed his work in the geography department of the university
at the beginning of the fall term.
SU:VI:'\'IER ENTERTAINMENT
COURSE
Devereaux Playet·s
The lectur e course of I. S. N. U.
for this s ummer offered three plays
by the famous Devereaux players.
The three p lays given in the auditorium were, "Romeo and Juliet," "The
Ta.min g of the Shrew" and "A School
for Scandal." And as usual Mr.
West-hoff gave an operetta..
PROF. P. W. WES'l'HOPP'S
OPERETI'A PLEASES
The operetta, "0 H ar a San," given
in , t he universi ty auditorium July
1 5th, by the students o f t h e first summer term, under the direction of
Pi-0f. F . W. Westhoff, was a decided
success. It was well atten ded and
heartily enjoyed. It is as follows:
0 Kashi Kintara, a young student,
is d eeply in love with O Hara San,
the daug·hter of Kana.ya, a Samurai.
Kanaya gives his consent to the marriage, providing that O Kashi K int ara, who is goin g to America to
study, r eturns within a year to wed
0 H ara San. If he does not return,
he is to lose the girl.
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The aged Prince Nashimoto Fushi mi also loves O Hara s·an, and, aft er
the departu re of t he young student
to America, he presses his s uit. T he
father is won over to the Prince's
side, and urges O Hara San to marry
him. She, however, is true to 0
I<ashi Kintara.. K ana.ya, not t hinking that O Kashi K intara will retur n
with in t h e stipulated time, goes right
ahead making p reparations for the
marriage. 0 Hara San is desperate,
for the thought of marryi ng the old
Prince is unbearable to h er.
Just before the end of the yearbarely in the nick of time--0 Kashi
Kintara comes hurrying back from
America. H e ho lds O Hara San's
father t o his promise, and all end s
happily.
The following are the names or
those who impersonated the different
cha racters :
O Hara San, daughter of a Samurai- Mild red Schlabach.
O Kashi Kintara, young student
and lover of O Hara San-Glen Robe rts.
Kanaya, fath er of O H ara SanEverett Gaumer.
O Toya San, mother of O Hara Sa n
- Mabel Martin.
Prince Nashimoto Fushimi, aged
suitor of O Hara San-Clarence Bensema.
O Toku San, chief of the maids in
Kanaya's household-Vede Bolt.
Tokiaki, a go-between Leon
Beecher.
T·here were eighty voices in the
chor us.
Music was fu rnis hed by Goforth's
orchestra, with Miss Eulalia Tortat
at the piano. The setting was unique
and effective with its gorgeous costumes, fluttering fans and bea utiful
girls.
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'.l'HE HOMECOMING
"And They Did Come Back"
"And They Did Come Back," the
happy title ch osen for the war-time
revue given by t he Men of the Service and the Jesters, June 4, 1919 in
the auditorium, describes the homecoming which miade Commencement
this year the most memorable since
the days of '65.

Cert•a in enthusiastic sons of Normal are authority for the statement
that at 1 2:30 a. m., Thursday, June
5, 1919, President Felmley sought
the quiet of .his office, took out the
familiar blacl, bound diary and wrote
"A new epoch has da v. ned." At the
hour mentioned, the last strains of
"Home, Sweet Home" were being
played at the dance in the ,g ymnasium. Startling, isn't it for Normal,
but true.
From 3 o'clock in the aHernoon
until hal f ·a fter midnight we celebrated. Beginning with a reception
in the gy1m1asium, there followed a
supper at Fell Hall, .then the play
and last the dance. Only those who
have been on the campus during tbe
last two years can realize fully just
what the sig,ht of familiar faces
meant and grasp the significance of
seeing "Our Own" return to us.
The Reception
The reception was held in the
gy mnasium at 3 : 00 p. m. and there
was an epidemic of cheer and enthusiasm. Governor Joseph Fifer,
known as "Private Joe Fifer" during
the Civil War, spoke to th•e honor
guests; he was followed by Leo
Changnon; Dwight Bracken, Willard
Canopy and Byron Moore. President
Felmley in happy words extended the
welcome of the school to the men
and women of the Service.
The War Service File was on exhibition and attracted much attention

as did pictures o f our men and women in the service, curios loan ed by
Wm. Geneva of Bloomington, Captain
Rogers, Robert Sanford, Frank Crosby, the Reverend E. K. Masterson,
Franklin Lutz, and Lawr ence Twomey.
The dinner tendered the returned
s oldiers and sailors in Fell Hall at
six o'clock .proved to be a real lovefeas-t.
Men from every branch of the service gathered as guests of the institution and enjoyed a bountiful meal
together in the -beautiful new dining
room of Fell Hall, completed while
most of the men were away fighting
for their country.
Gofort·h's orchestra played and
there was a shor t program of toasts,
Prof. A. R. W,illiams acting as toastinaster.
And next came the play.
First, the curtain, brilliant, futurist in d esign, and giving life and
color to the evening. This was designed by H. F. James of the Art
Department assisted roost capably by.
Frances Rentchler.
Then "Pierrot Home From the
Wars," the prologue written by
Thomas Wood Stevens of Carnegie
Institute ; Pierrette, Winifred R idgley, Pierrott, with the l ines on yout h
and freedom, F r anklin Lutz. The
dancers, Mary Thompson and Louise
Henninger.
This prologue gave
beauty and charm to the entire evening.
After this a r tistic and admirably
acted opening came the album scene,
wri·tten by Bradford A lan Stewart
and sung and danced by Raymond
Copper, "It's Great To Be a Soldier
With a Girl in Every Land," was
clever indeed. The girls included the
Texas maiden, a Georgia bride, English, Iris h, Scotch, French girls, a nd
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the last girl at home of whom there
proved to be four .
The Three Minute Speaker appealed for the Homeless Cats of
France and was roundly cheered.
"Casey" J ones, Lieutenant Kenneth
Jones _rather, recruited men for the
cavalry. George Collins, famous in
his U. Hig·h days was "Tony," the
Italian, Charles Roberts, our inimitv ble comedian wouldn't join the cavalry. "Luck" Westhoff tried to get
in as a musician but failed.
Lieutenant Fred Beckman drilled
the Awkward Squad. Words fail to
describe this scene. The audience
wept with joy over the difficulties
of the rookies and shouted when
Willard Canopy said his name was
"Harvey Peterson."
" Over the Top," staged by our
poet and literary man B. A. Stewart,
was full of grim hum!Or. Guy Ireland was the leader in the stage work
and helped bring the scene to a
strong conclusion when the French
General kissed the timid American.
Princess Zira, Lora Dare, and
"Gene" Ziebold put across a good
hypnotic act which had taken weeks
of hard study. "Gene" brought
forth unlimited applause when later
he -a ppeared in Princess Zira's costume and in front of our gorgeous
curtain, danced an Egyptian dance.
We expect the "Follies" to get
"Gene."
"The Soldier Who Married a Dumb
School Teacher," brought us two
good actors in the persons of Archie
Hanson and Maurine Parks, while
c;i,pable Lynn Watson and the only
Charles Roberts with a dozen others
helped push the farce along merrily.
George Collins, Harley Milstead,
and Mildred Schlabach in "The Call
of the Sea" added again the artistic
and b eautiful keynote struck in the
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prologue. Every one was grateful
to ·those three for their lovely scene.
The Star Spangled Banner was
sung and -a fter the fl nal number by
the orchestra, the "gym" was the
center of interest.
The Dance
Dancing began at 11:00 p. m. and
it was 12: 3 0 a. m., when 1:he last
couple r e luctantly iert the floor. The
"gym" was crowded, many waited in
the corridor, or on the campus, and
there was a continual greeting of old
friends and many happy reunions.
The general committee in charge
o~ t!1e Homecoming was H. A. Peterson, A. R. Newell, Miss Eunice
Blackburn, Miss Hortense Edmunds,
Howard Nelson, Carroll Noggle,
Lyle Boulware, and A. R. Williams.
Franklin Lutz was the chairman
chosen by the Service men for the
play, and with the members of the
"Varsity Club" worked strenuously.
Miss Grace Owen su·p ervised the
play and Miss Winifred Ridgley, the
Jester president, was another active
&upporter of the dramatic offering.
One of the novelties of the play
,, as the s ong which was s ung and
acted out by Raymond Copper and
his group of girls. The words follow:
I'l"S GREAT TO BE A SOLDIER
WITH A GIRL IN E\IF)RY LAND
('Words by Bradfor d Alan· Stewart;,
Music by Marguerite Meek.)
I.
In that great state of Texas,
\Vhere the yellow roses blow,
'Twas there a soldier lost his heart
To the sweetest girl I know.
(Chorus)
A soldier has to dl'ive a pack,
His life is far from grand,
But it's great to be a s oldi er
With a g irl in every land.
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II.
There were peaches down in Georgia
That were hanging on the tree,
But t h e blush upon a rosy cheek
"\Vas peach enough for me.
III.
A maid ther e was .wh o looked at me,
With sparkling blue eyes;
Some daring soldier's prize.
I much regret s he was a bride
IV.
I thought I'd like to see this bird,
This hero rough and bold;
Alas, I saw upon his arm,
Silver stripes in stead of gold.

v.

I met her on an English lane,
And asked her for a kiss;
Sh e said: "It's darker 'neat h the
h edge"
The saucy English Miss.
V I.

One aftern oon I chanced to stray,
Upon an Irish green;
And spent a happy half an h our,
"\'\Tith a charming sweet colleen.
VII.

'Twas me and my sweet bonnie lass,
A strollin' do wn together. ·
I'll ne'er forget how J eanie looked,
Among the blooming heather.
VIII.
I'd heard a lot about the French,
Those maidens gay and free;
Small wonde r that I lost my heart
T o the "Sweetheart of Par ee."
I X.

And now we're finished with t h e war
I never want to roam.
I never lost my heart at all
'Twas with my girl at h ome.
- Bradford Alan Stewart.
Lis t of Those at the R e union
Army
Corp. E. Bruce Allen, Engineers,
T a nk Corps. Camp A. A. Humphreys.

Pvt. Bert G. Appenzeller, Battery
A, Regt. 74, Amer . E. F.
Pvt. Russel R. Arm strong, Battery
D, 53rd Artillery C. A. C., Railway,
Amer. E. F .
Lie u t. Fred F. Beckman, Hdqt.
Military Police. Camp Hancock.
Pvt. W illiam Forest Binnon, Base
Hospital. Camp Taylor.
Lieu t. Earle F. Blackburn, 15th
In f., M. G. G. Hancock Branch.
Sgt. Ralph Burtis, Co. Q, 345th
I nf., 87th Div. Amer. E. F.
Lieut. Robert Guy Buzzard, School
of Fire, Ft. Sill, Signal Corps.
P vt. Fred Carlson, Battery D. 68th
Regt., C. A. C. Amer. E. F.
Capt. L. B. Cavins, i\1 C., Co 16.
Camp Greenleaf.
William Coffey, Co. C, 3d I nt Del
Rio, Texas.
Pvt. Edwin H. Cooke, F. A. C. 0.
-:r:. S. Camp Taylor.
Capt. B urr Crigler, Co. B. ~1. G.
Bn., Train ing Camp. Ca mp Hancock.
P vt. Frank Crosby, Co. D., 116th
Engineer s. Amer. E. F.
Capt. R oy H . Dillon, B . T. E. T.
Regt. 7. Camp A. A. Humphreys.
Corp. Walter H. Eller, Base Hospital Band. Camp Grant.
Pvt. Robert B. Earnest, Hdqt. Co.
Gr. 2, M. G. T. C. Camp Hancoc k.
Pvt. Harold Hehr, Co. 10, Columbus Barracks. Columbus, Ohio.
Lieut. H allie Gillis i\'l. G. H n., 4th
· Co. Camp Hancock.
Pvt. L . W. H ack er, Test ing Lab. ,
Gas Defense Plant. Long Is land.
Lieut. Chester H amm erlund. Co.
H, 346 I nf. Cam p MacArthur.
Corp. Fred Hartin , Batter y C, 68th
Regt. C. A. C. Amer. E. F.
Corp. Clifford Huffmaster Co. B,
1 2 4th M. G. Bn. Camp Logan.
Pvt. Ralph Linkins, Army Laboratory. New Haven, Conn.
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Corp. John Little, Gen. Inf. Camp
Bowie.
Pvt. William N. Louden, Truck
Driver, Motor Supply Train Co. C.,
.Active Service in U. S.
Pvt. Paul Martin, Med·ical Detachment, 2nd Bn., 26th I nf. Amer . E.
F.
Vaughn D. Milliken, U. S. R a dio
School. Cambridge, Mass.
Lieut. Lloyd Orrendorff, Supply Officer, 6th Bn, 163rd Depot Brigade.
Camp Dodge.
Pvt. John K. Price, Battery D, 62d
F. A., C. A. C. Amer. E. F .
Sgt. Roy Arthur Ramseyer, 5th Co.
Prov. Ord. Bn. With May's La nding
Detach. Military· Guard Section.
Pvt. Harry E. Rayl, Q. M. C. Love
Field, Dallas, Texas.
John W. R oche, 1 9th Training Batter y, F. A. C. 0 . T. S. Camp Taylor.
Sgt. Ferdinand Senseney, · 34th
R egt., Battery F. Camp Eustice.
Sgt. H. Tilghman Shields, H dqts.
Detach. Camp Morrison.
Lieut. Dudley C. Smith, Co. 4,
Depot Brigade. Cam p Custer . ·
Pvt. J. Aaron Smith, Meteorological Ser vice U. N. S., Field Corps.
Amer. E . F .
Lieut. Rober t S. Smith, Co. 1, 1st
Bn., 163 Depot Brig. Camp Dodge.
Sgt. Br-adford Stewart, Hdqt. De t achment, 1st Bn. Camouflage Section, 4 th Engineers. Amer. E. F .
Lieut. Lee E. Thompson, Co. 39th,
15 Bn., 159th Depot Brig. Camp
Taylor.
Pvt. Howard A. Tobias, Q. M. C.
Camp Raritan.
Pvt. John Ray Wa!lace, Med . Detach. Camp Kearney.
Lieut. Premont VJ'i r th, Developm ent Bn. 5, 158th Depo t Brig. Camp
Sherman.
P vt. Leroy W urtsbaugh, Hdqt. Tr.
Det., Persona l Office, Valpara iso, Ind.

A h • Se rvice
Lieut. Erwin Albee, 3 0 Aero
Squadron, Amer. E . F.
Bane V. Blankenship, Detach. 2,
Mobilization Depot. Camp Sevier.
Lieut. Edwin S. Burtis, Aviator,
Post Field. Fort Sill.
Sgt.-Major L eo E . Changnon, 3d
Aero Squadron : On detached service
as in terpreter for French Mission to

u. s.
Lieut. Archie Hanson, D etachment
Purs ui t Pilot. Amer. E. F .
Sgt. Wilburn R . Harrell, 64 7 th
Aero Squadron A. S. D. Newpor t
News.
Pvt. John L . Hayes, 188 Aero
Squadron Ga r dens, Londo n, S. W. I.,
Eng. Amer. E. F.
P vt. Tony Hostettler, 92nd Aerial
Squadron . Amer. E. F.
Sgt.-Major Guy Ireland, Air Service, Chanute l•'ield, Rantoul.
Pvt. Elmer Jensen , 210t·h Aero
Squa dron U. S. Aid Service. Amer.
E. F.
Lieut. Kenneth Jones, Aviator,
Rockwell Field, San Diego, Cal.
Pvt. Franldin Lutz, 307th Aero
Squadron. Amer. E. F.
Corp. Philip Thomas O'Brien, 2 10
Aero Squadron. Amer. E. F.
P vt. Leslie Randall, Aviation
Cor ps. K elly F ield.
Corp . Robe rt S. Sanford, 1 39th
Aero Squadron. Amer . E . F.
Xav;v

L ieut. Dwight T . Bracken, Naval
Aviator, Pensacola, Fla.
Warren Cavins, Instructor Great
Lakes. Great Lakes.
John Felmley, . Warrant Officer,
Public Works Dept. Great L akes.
Hugh A. Fielde r , Yeoman, U. S. · ,
Martha Washington .
Glenn Higginson, Yeoman, Co. P.,
7th Regt., Gr. at L akes.
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Ray Roberts Lawrence, Naval Unit,
U. S. Training Camp, Seattle.
Harley Milstead, Pharmacist's Mate
U. S. S. Birmingham.
Byron R. Moor e, Q. M. (L.) I. C.,
u. s. s. c. 104.
Carroll Neeld, Hospital Apprentice,
Co. A, Barracl<s 6. Great Lakes.
R. Kieth Purl, Q. M., Pelham Bay,
N. Y. New London, Conn.
Alfred Rebbe, Radio. Great Lakes.
Aurora T. See, Yeoman {F) Federal Building, .Chicago.
Lynn A. Watson, Radio Electrician, Great Lakes.
Fred Young, Publicity Dept., Great
Lakes.
Eugene Henry Ziebold, E ngineers'
Division.
U . S. :lfarine Co1·ps
Arnold Beckman, Marine Barracl,s,
Paris I sland.
Pvt. George Collins, U. S. S. M. C.,
Huntington Detachment.
Victor L. Rhinehart, U. S. Marine
Corps, Paris Is land .
S . A . '.l' . C.
Joe Cavins.
Willard Canopy.
E lmo Dillon.
George Evans.
Edmund Flanagan.
Claude Freehill.
Paul Huffington.
Raymond Kelso.
Lyle B . Mohr.
Howard Nelson.
Paul Packard.
Clarence Vi'esthoff.
Arm~• Nurse Oo rps
Florence Johnson , U. S. S. Base
Hospital, Camp Shelby.
Charlotte Smith.
Alice 0. Smith, Mobile Hospital
No. 2, Amer. E. F.
Grace McCormick .

W EDDINGS
Miss Hazel Moon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Simon Moon, of Towanda ,
Illinois, w~s united in marriage to
Vaughn Milliken, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Millilrnn, 706 Broadway,
Normal, at noon on Saturday, May 3,
at the bride's home.
Both of the young people have
r: .any fr iends in t his vicinity. The
groom has returned recently . from
service in th e navy. Both of the
young people are g radua tes of the
University High School and attende d
the university for a while.

Miss Mary Eliza. Myers, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed ward Myers was
united in marria,ge to ·Matthew Pau l
Brophy on June 12. The bride is
t he second daugh ter of Attorney and
l\fi s . Edward Myers. She received
her education in the Streator schools,
graduating from the high school in
the class of 1907, after which she att ,mded the lllinois State Normal University, a year later graduating from
Ryburn Memorial Hospital, Ottawa,
with the class of 1913.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Brophy and is connected with
the Illinois Central r ailroad in Chicago.
Miss Mary :M. Blackburn a nd Mr.
Leo Weidner of Edwardsville, I ll. ,
were united in marriage at the home
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John K. Blackburn, of 41 3 Normal
avenue. The ceremony was performed by Rev. James R. Sager, of
Edwardsville. The weddin g was a
very quiet affair, only immediate relatives and a few intimate friends being present. The .bride was attir ed
in a beautiful dress of white Georgeae crepe t r immed with white ·beads,
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and carried a bouquet of Cape J essamine fl o wers. Miss Eunice B lackburn, a cousin of the bride, sang
"Lovers" and "My Lady." The
Lohengrin ,¥edding March was
played by the bride's s ister, Miss
P lorence Blackburn.
The happy
couple · expect to leave soon for Edwardsville, where they will reside on
a farm.

P roviding a suitable location can be
found in California, th·ey probably
will remain there. Otherwise, it is
likely they will return to the east .

Mrs. Lawrence Oxley has had word
from her husband who has recently
arr ived in New York. Mr. Oxley has
been in service for a year. He is a
graduate of the university, and is well
!mown here. Before entering the
service he was engaged in farming
at Franklin, Ill. Mrs. Oxley was formerly Miss Ruth Stuart. She is a
graduate of the University High
School and was for a time a student
at the univernity.

Miss Elsie Brusch of Normal, was
m arried to l?rank Moore of Cleveland, Ohio, Au g ust 27, at the home
of the bride Both these young people have lived here practically all
their lives, and are well and favorably
known. They are graduates of the
:--rormal high school and from the
Norma l Univer sity in 1912.
For the past few years Miss
Brusch has taught in the Normal
public school. She was highly successful in her work.
Mr. Moore is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. G. T. Moore of 406 North School
street. During the war he served
for several months in the navy. Previous to that time he had taught
manual t raining in the schools of
Cleveland, Ohio. He at present holds
a position in the office of the BelleVernon Manufacturing Company at
that place.
The young couple expect to make
their home in Cleveland.

Miss Cynth ia Anne Rieck, daught, · of Mr. and Mrs. F . W. Rieck of
tOl South Fell avenue, and Mr.
Charles D. Parrett, formerly of the
Parrett and Co., grocery store, were
united in marriage by Rev. David
Wetzel, pastor of the Second Christian church in Bloomington, at his
home on East ·walnut street.
The bride is a graduate of the Normal university with the class of 191 5.
l<'or the past five years she h as taught
school at Macldnaw.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. 0 . Parrett, of F-a rmer City. He
was con nected with the store here
for several years, only recently disposing of his interests in t he business.
So secret had the young couple
kept their plans, that only the paren ts of the bride and groom lrnew
when the wedding was t o take place.

At the home of the b ride
Ill., Mr. Ray Kettering and
Johnson were united in
Mr. Kettering graduated
university in 1916.

in Minier,
Miss H yla
marr iage.
from the

Miss Mildred McCloskey and Mr.
Charles Diver, both of Bridgeport,
Ill., were united in marriage i n that
city. After the ceremony the newly"·eds left for a honeymoon tour o f the
lakes by motor. Mr. Diver, while at-tending I. S. N. U. in 1911, was very
pr ominent in athletics, especially in
footbal l. He is now in the drug
business in Bridgeport.
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On August 6, at the home of the
bride's mother in Moweaqua, Miss
Glyde Winchell was married t o Mr.
Freeman Goodwin. B_oth young people graduated from the Normal University in 1 918. Miss Winchell
taught in the public schools of Dana
las-t year. Mr. Good win ·has been
teaching at Weldon, Ill., and has beer.
retained at that place for the coming
year.
Alonzo Walton, of 406 East Cherry
str eet, and Miss Hazel Belle Duncan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Duncan, of Jacksonville, were joined
ii, wedlock in the Mt. Emory Baptist
church at Jacksonville.
The bride was formerly a student
at t he Normal University. It was
while s he was attending school here
that Mr. Walton and she became acquainted.
The groom is a well known resident of Normal. He returned a few
weeks ago from several months of
active service in France.

CAMPUS NOTES FROM VIDETTE
Suggestions for the improvement
of the campus :
To place a large n umber of benches
and tables on the campus so as to
make the "atmosphere" conducive
for study.
By a further and judicious use of
barb wire the I. S. N. U. students
could possibly be kept off the campus.
Passes will be issued -to students
desiring to study on campus, but the
same will not be accepted.
To build a cinder path around the
campus so that students and visitors
may walk around campus and view
the wonderful beaut ies of -the same,

namely the potato ,patch and cow pasture.
Why not use the r emaining part
of the campus for a fruit orchard or
a vegetable garden, to add further to
its beauty? Why not convert it into
a poultry yard or sheep pasture?
Certainly the sight of poultry or
sheep would be 1pleasing •to the eye
and think of its economic value!
Why, the Y. W. C. A. could make
uniforms from t·he wool of t he sheep
and with the aid of the poultry yard,
they could serve omelets and fried
chiclrnn to the hungry students ·that
flock to the institution.
To have some good friend furnish
silencers for the toy "Fords" that are
used for mowing the grass.
A suggestion to the Y. W. C. A,:
Why not furnish cha.irs and tables
for the use of customers?
Special
Word has just reached us that
aeroplane service will be established
at the I. S. N. U. for t he purpose
of conveying students back and forth
across the campus so that the beautiful vegetation will not be tram)Ped
under foot. The site of the station
has not ·been definitely selected but
the final selection will be m ade at
the next faculty meeting.
More swings should be purchased
so that more of the young ladies of
I. S. N. U. could use the same.
Swinging is a most healthy form of
exer cise-for some people.
On e scenic wonder that has so far
escaped notice is the grand stand that
b located in front of the main building. To people who have a sense o!
beauty this view is especially inviting . Still it has its use as we have
1,oticed.
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)USS MILNER I ~ POETRY

Some time ago Miss Ange V. Milner, librarian of the Normal ·university, who has so faithfully kept in
touch with them, and has done so
much to help them, that she has well
been called the godmother of all the
soldiers who were formerly university students, wrote a poem, entitled,
"Winning the War." Later she wrote
another, entitled, "Afterward ." 'l'hey
are as follows :
\Vinning the \Var

France, the goal of the onslaught
strong;
Belgium, suffer ing fearful wrong;
Britain, with navy and colonie~
strong;
Greece and Italy joining the thron g;
Lusitania! Time is long.
At last the United States belong.
Money, munitions, and food outpour;
Merciful organizatio ns restore;
Youth meets the summons grim, "To
war ! "

Men, untaught to retreat, at the fore;
Aviators, and thousands more
Stretching back to the western shore;
Navy bridging the wide sea o'er ;
Camps supplying abundant store;
Lads in the colleges prompt to score.
America's part in it well begun,
Strengthens the hea·rt of each daughter and son.
Armies, uniting, are !eel as one;
Suffering, horror, and gas and gun.
'l'e rribly splenclicl deeds are done !
Powers together o'erwhelmin g the
HunA sudd en pause, for the war is won .
Afterward
Hushed are the guns of unnumbered
foes;
Deep are the scars of unnumbere d
woes;

Reverent thoughts of the noble lost;
Faith t o be kept, for they've paid the
cost.
War work,, rs, dazed, think their duties pa~t;
warriors are eager for home at last.
Longing for quiet, a life of the best,
Returning men find a strange unrest.
Horrors untold are in distant la nds;
Loud is the call for our hearts and
hands.
League of nations, with high ideal,
Leading the way to a peace that is
real.
Work is before us all again
For Peace on Earth and Good Will
to Men.

TENNIS AT THE I. S. N. U.

I.

Come and view in two dimensions,
F rom the aeroplanes, the air-ship,
Those magnetic courts of tennis
At the time when youths and maidens
Take their sport in this loved pastime.
You will see H:e arboreal framework
Letting in the light and sunshine;
You will see this emer ald framework
Gently stirred by whispering breezes,
Or a-romp with lustier wind-gusts:
You will see in bright mosaic
Living, moving spots of color
All asti r with lively motion,
Mingling with the hues more sombreThese the maidens are and young
men
In quartettes for playing tennis:
Tennis balls and tennis racquettes,
Tennis shoes and tennis Jackets,
Hair like gold, or tow, or raven,
Faces flushed with joy complexion ,
All a-mingling, mild or furious
In this glorious game of tennis,
Making lllP this live mosaic.
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II.
Hear the gladsome burst of voices!
Listen ! "Love all"-new commandment
Taught in sociology and ethicsAlso the starting count in tennis.
'·Love
fifteen",
then
''thirty",
"forty";
Next will come the " Deuce" or
"Ga.me lost",
Followed by those explanations!
Hear the shout and laugh of triu mph;
Hear the grumble of the bungler;
Hear t-he play-burst of derision;
Hear the kindly word of courage
To the clumsy, new beginner.
But 'midst all the sounds that issue
From those lovely courts of tennis
Comes the voice of Sam, the Steward,
As he seeks to maintain justice
In the working of the schedule:
''Time's u.p", calls Sam, the Steward.
"Next quartette is due to play now".
Then the hot and tired players
Yield the playground, though reluctant.
Or, again, you hear the Steward,
When the ground is wet and soggy,
Saying to the heavy menfolks,
"No play now, the grounds are softened
By the heavy rain of last night".
But Sam says unto the maidens,
"You are footlight, you are all right,
You can't harm these clay-shale playground s,
Come and play with joy the tennis".
Ill
Nearly t hirty hundred members
Of L S. N. U. at Normal.
I n the little space o( ten years
Have enrolled for recreation
In this wholesome game of tennis.
It's the game for man and woman,
It's the game for child and adult,
It's for teacher and for pupil,
It's the game for all the people;

It's the healthful, happy pastime
For the outdoor hour of play.
Nearly half the total schoolfolk
Have enrolled this present spr ingtime
For this !lest of recreations,
For the pleasant game of tennis;
But the courts went wrack in wartime,
And the old stops are all torn;
So these many teacher-students
Lose much time and goodly spirit
During their short hours of play:
Therefore, all must turn to Prexy,
Master of the fate and fortune
Of this great teacher-institution,
And beseech him to come forward
·with the mending of t he new courts
And rebuilding of the backstops;
When the Islands of the Blessed
Will be his forevermore;
Then t·hose high-school adolescents,
With t\1eir gladsome effervescence,
And the pedagogues galor e,
Will be happy evermore.
M. J . Holmes.

COMMENOEMENT WEEJ(

I?riday evening, May 30, in Fell
Hall, President and Mrs. David Felmley entertained the members of the
graduating class, the faculty, and a
few friends of the sc-h ool. This was
the beginning of the sch ool events of
commencement week and started the
week off in the right way. Miss Fay,
Miss Harper, and Miss Blackburn
each sang two selections which were
greatly enjoyed by those present. In
s pite of the warm weather, everyone
had a good time and Fell Hall proved
to be an ideal place for the occasion ,
It is at this receiption that the sen iors
begin to realize what they are leaving and what the school has really
meant to them and they surely realized it this year.
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On Sunday morning, June 1, President Felmley delivered the annual
baccalaureate address to the class of
1919.
The several churches of Normal
suspended their usual morning services and joined in the meeting a:t
the university auditorium.
President Felmley spoke on "The
Value of Idealism."
The I. S. N. U. Choral Club furnished some very beautiful and appropriate selections for the occasion.
Sacred Concel't
The annual sacred concert was given Sunday afternoon, June first, at
three o'clock. The following program was given:
1 The Heavens are Telling- from
the Creation-Haydn.
2 In Dreams I've Heard the Seraphs Fair- Faure.
3 ( a) Canzonetta-Steiner.
(b) On the Holy Mount Dvorak.
( c) Peace be with You,--arranged by Ashmall- Mrs.
Reeder.
4 Holy Art Thou-Largo from
Xerxes- Handel.
5 Lecture- The Tragedy of thfl
Misfit- Prof. Chester Milton
Sanford.
6 Deep River- Paul Ambrose.
7 Sanctus - from Saint Cecilia
Mas-s-Gounod.
8 One Sweetly Solemn ThoughtAmbrose.
9 By Babylon's Wave-Gounod.
The concert was well attended.
The Count1·y School Department
The closing exercises of the Country Sd10ol Department were given
in a very appropriate manner on
Tuesday evening by the members of
the class. Although the class was
small a n unus ual amount of interest
was shown.
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A program which consisted mostly
or class work was given as follows:
Music-A Spring Song- by the
Class.
Essay- The Modern School Buildin g- by Agnes Cannon.
A Paper- The Value of Hot
Lunches in the School- by Esther
H einhorst.
A Discussion on the Centralized
School- by Anna Rosenbaum.
A Vocal Solo- by Blanche Conger.
The Present ation of the Certificates
- by President Felmley.
Those completing the course were
as follows: Agnes Cannon, Blanche
Conger, Esther Heinhorst, May
Hagler, Edith Miller, Goldie Mitchell, Anna Rosenbaum, and Lula
Turner.
Univel'sity Co111mencement
The exercises of the s ixtieth annual commencement of the Illinois
State Normal University were held
in the manual arts auditorium. The
following program was given:
(a) Sambo's Ho Iida y - Ivan
Tschakoff.
(b) American j' Patrol - F. W .
Meacham.
I. S. N . U. Orch estra.
Invocation- Rev. E. A. Gilliland.
(a) The Swan- Saint-Saens.
Violin obligato by Miss Fay.
(b ) Woodland Breezes- Weiser.
I. S. N. U. Girls' Glee Club.
Commencement Address - "The
Teacher in -the New Era"- Dean
Shailer Mathews, Divinity School,
Univers i ty of Chicago.
Villanelle-Dell'Acq ua-M iss Mildred Schlabach.
A warding of diplomas.
Conferring of degrees.
Benedictio n.
The commencement exercises at
t he university were largely attended.
An interesting program was rendered
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in a very pleasing manner. The address given by Dean Shailer Mathews, of Divinity School, Univers ity
of Chicago, was the principal feature
of -the occasion. The subject of his
talk was, "The Teacher in the New
Era." The audience followed ,his remarks with the closest attention.
Among other things Dean Mathe ws
spoke of the patriotism of the true
teacher, who gives his life to teaching with the same pride that a soidier gives his life in the service of
his country,
Teaching, he said, is social scrvic~,
p1·eparing men and women to leaJ
better lives. W•ha:t the next ge11e1·ation will be, he said, depends to a
great extent upon those who are now
going out into social service. The
new era is to be built up by the boys
and girls in school right now. And
these boys and gi rls are being
moulded in-to what they will be in the
future by the teachers in the schools
right now.
Dean Mathews spoke at length on
the subject of Democr acy. He said
that the best thing teachers could
do is to inculcate democracy in the
minds of their pupils. The reason
England and the United States had
been a.t peace for a hundred years
was the fact that, fundamentally,
both are democratic. There is, he
stated, a difference between radical-ism and democracy. Democracy consists in individuals, and not in
classes.
There were other strong poin ts
brought out. Near the close of his
a ddress he spoke of the reward that
is the teacher's for his untiring, unselfish labors when somebody who
has done wonderful things in the
world comes up to him and says,
" I was once a pupil of yours."

The diplomas we.re pr esented by
Hon. Charles L. Capen, who made a
short talk to t he graduates. He
spoke of the present graduating class
as "the War C!ass of 1919." He paid
a touching tribute to those who went.
The list of graduates is as follows:
Senior Colleg·c Graduate,;
Beckwith, Lorena Gaylord, McLean.
Botts, Cora Imogene-, Hancock.
Ellinwood, Mrs. Harriet, McLean.
Manchester, Miriam Flora, McLean.
Meyer, Marie, McLean.
Oldaker, Ethel May, Logan.
Schlabach, Mildred, McLean.
Scot,t, Mrs. Alta M. DeWitt.
Stewart, Mary Louise, McLean.
Sutton, Lucile, McLean.
Wiseman, Laura, Jasper.
Schofield, Roy, Morgan.
~oi·nutl Graduates
Adams, Mary Purdy, Cook.
Albright, Norma Aline, McLean.
Alexander, Edith, Madison.
Alexander, Julia, McLean .
Anderson, Lorena Grace, Rock Island.
Bat-tin, Ina Marian, Kane.
Belanger, Ounita. Corinn e, Iroquois.
Benjamin, Ida May (Montana).
Blair, Hazel Oneta, McLean.
Bock, Julia Margaret, Logan.
Bortmess, Ina May, Montgomery.
Boso, Thel ma Hazel, McLean.
Bozarth, Imo Ire ne, McLean .
Bradley, Ruth Amye, Piatt.
Bueche, Ida Esther, Kane.
Burns, Charlotte, L ivingston .
Bur tner, Ethel, Kane.
Calwell, Katie Guy (Missouri ) .
Carter, He!en Louise, McLean .
Coleman, Harriet C. , Macoupin.
Cooper, Ruth Dora, P iatt.
Crowley, Maria, P eor ia .
Dambman , Gla.clys Viola , Carroll.
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Dare , Lora Genevieve, Mason.
Darnall, Bernice Mary, ·Tazewell.
Darnall, Jane Estelle, Livingston.
Dean, ~'lary Levina, Pike.
Dennis, Annetta Mae, Hancock.
Dobson, Marjorie aKthryn, Shelby.
Dowd, Margaret E ., Tazewell.
Dubson, Gladys Matilda, Piatt.
Elliot t, Esther Elizabeth, Christian.
Emerson, Edith Anne, Christian.
Enlow, Gladys Marian, McLean.
Fallkin , Bernice, Mason.
Fehr, Lillian Charlotte, McLean.
Frink, Hazel Belle, McLean.
Gangwer, Jessie Marie, Piatt.
Gilmore, Mrs. Iris Dooley, McLean.
Glassow, Margaret E. (Wisconsin).
Goodknecht, E'sther, Kankakee.
Green, Mildred Amelia, Motngomery.
Hackley, Bernice, Greene.
Hannant, Olive Marisco, Pike.
Hanson , Rachel Natmi, McLean.
Hargitt, Ruth (Indiana) .
Hartson, Louise E., McLean.
Hastings, Gladys Maude, McLean.
Hayn es, Frances Brown, Peoria.
Hick s, Vivian Elizabeth (Missouri)
Hilti , Margaret Agatha, Livingston.
Hodges, Luna Lucile, Clay.
Humble, Eugenia, Macon.
Jack son, Helen Martha, Mercer.
Jack son, Erma Mildred, LaSalle.
Jacobs, Lydia Elizabeth, Mason.
Janssen, Olga Fredricka, Peoria.
.Jones, Frances Amy, McLean.
Kamm, Estelle Iola, Madison.
Keim, Alice Laura, Carroll.
Killough , Gladys Wynne, Knox.
Kirkland, Helen Elizabeth, Macoupin.
Kraft, Anna Lorraine, McLean.
Langdon , Ethel Irene, McLean.
Larkin, Anna Elizabeth, Tazewell.
Launer, ;\Irs. Lylah Kuhnen, Madison.
McDowell, Florence, Tazewell.
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McElroy, Grace Abigail, Cass.
McKnight, Alfrieda, Macoupin.
McPherson, Mrs. Blanche, Macoupin.
Mandler, Bertha Clara, McLean.
Maurer, Julia Emma, Tazewell.
Meatyard, Apphia Grace, McLean .
Meek, Marguerite Emma, St. Clair.
Miller, Elizabeth Hart, Grundy.
Miller, Mildred, Livingston.
Morris, Myrtle Elizabeth, White.
~·Iorrow, Lois Hildegarde, McLean.
Mos tyn, Ma ry Agnes, Will.
Murray, Dorothy Genevieve, McLean.
Myers, Josephine Anita, Livingston.
Nutty, Eva Marga r etta, Logan.
Nutty, Lucy Angeline, Logan.
Otto, Cleda Marie, McLean.
Park, Lillia n May, Vermilion.
Parkinson, Eloise, Marion.
Parks, Maurine, McLean.
Rayhill, Edythe Harriet, Christian.
Reichel, E sther Leota, Peoria.
Reid, Ruby Florence, Woodford.
Rober ts, Rose Enola, Logan.
Robins, Martha, Vermilion.
Roney, Mrs. Margaret, Macon.
Rush worth, Blanche Alice ( Indiana).
Scoggin, Flavia F., Grundy.
Seright, Mary, Livingston .
Sherry, L eonore Claire, Livingston.
Sh reve, Marjorie E., Woodford.
Shuman, Helen Anna, Woodford .
Smith, Margaret Helen, Peoria.
Spooner, Velma Pauline, Montgomery.
Stangel, Julia Ethel, Champaign.
Sullivan, Mary Margaret, Stephenson.
Swander, Edith Loerne, Piatt.
Thomas, Lynas Margaret, Macon.
Tredennick , Mabel, Livingston.
Valbert, Holly Jone, Clay.
VanPetten, Dorothy E., McLean.
Warfield, Marie Elaine, Piatt.
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Widdows, Nellie Lucile, Douglas.
Wilbur, Mrs. Amy L., Lawrence.
Wilson, Ellen Jane, Mercer.
Wilson, Gertrude Maude, Cumberland.
Winegarner, Hazel Merret, Macon.
Young, Irma Marguerite, McLean.
Ziems, Marcia Grey, Woodford.
Beckman, Frederick F., McLean.
Co.pper, Raymond Luther, Mason.
Gillis, Hallie Hadley, McLean.
Huffington, Paul, McLean.
Jenkins, Kenneth, McLean.
Jenkins, Berle, DeWitt.
Jones, Kenneth, McLean.
Lutz,· Franklin Harold, McLean.
Packard, Russell Lowell, McLean.
Small, William, Menard.
Vance, Clarence Emory, Vermilion .
Wilber, Karl Allison, Lawrence.
U. High Commencement
Commencement week at the university closed with the grad ua-ting
exercises of the Universi·ty Hig h
School, which was in every way a
very delightful affair. Preceding the
entrance of class, the university orchestra entertained the guests assembled with a short concert. At
8:15 the members of the senior class
passed to reserved seats in the middle section of the auditorium.

The program opened with the invocation by Rev. E. K. Masterson.
Miss Pauline V. Powell, -who held
second honor s in scholarship, then
made a graceful address of welcome,
which was followed by her oration.
The speakers of the evening discussed
im1portant and interesting present
day subjects. Lloyd C. Holley, one
of t he speakers chosen by the class,
gave an account of our recent program of naval construction and
argued against a large and burden-

some navy. Miss Dorothy E. Rodman, chosen by the faculty, related
the history of trade in South America previous to the opening of the
war and effectively discussed the
possibilities for our future relations
with South American countries. Arthur N. Watson, also chosen by the
faculty, gave a very clear and interesting account of the Rogers underground wireless system, in which he
showed its advantages over the present method of transmitting messages
through the air. In discussing the
conditions in Ireland, Miss Edna lVI.
Reynolds, who was chosen speaker
by the class, tried t o show that the
present trouble and discontent is
due to the nature of the people themselves. Miss Dorothy E. W e lch, who
holds the highest scholarship honors,
gave a striking account of Bolshevism in the United States; she closed
with a farewell address which was
in good taste and well delivered.
The music, which was furnished
by the boys' and girls' glee clubs,
added much to the enjoyment of the
evening, and showed splendid work
on the part of Miss Fay, the director.
The class held an informal reception after the exercises.

MISSION l<'U.\'D CA'.\IPAIGN
The members of the University Y.
\1/. C. A. have a campaign on at present for a mission fund for the support of Miss Elizabeth Dunning as
Y. W. C. A. secretary representing
the National Associa:tion in Tokio,
J apan. Miss Dunning was for three
years secretary of the association in
Normal' and is a most efficient worker.

THE ALUMNI
SO)IE VACATIONS OP 80i\1E CHICAGO NOR)IALITES

Miss Anna Foreman, '02, spent
her va cation at Pentwater, Michigan, where she has a summer cottage. She and her friend of many
years, Mi ss Mitchell, have solved the
,·acation question of where to go by
investing in a piece of real estate and
building on it a cottage. At the
close of school they betake thems elves northward to rest and recreate
among the pine trees in their "Little Brown House" on the ·hill top
among the tree tops in the sweet
fresh pine scented air within s igh t
of Lake Michigan.
Miss Foreman was called to her
home early in May by the illness and
death of her father whose burial
t ook place on the day of the I. S. N.
U. annual luncheon .
Mrs. Mary Gaston Tea r, '81, of the
Ray School, spent her vacation at
home in Chicago and believes that,
barring street car strikes and race
riots, Chicago is a pretty good old
s umme1· r esort.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ross Cook, '79,
h ea rtily agrees with her, with one
a ddition. She would like to see the
e xit of Mr. H. C. Ofell. Life would
then be one unbroken pleasure in
t his summer resort of the middle
\\'eSt.
Mrs. Mary Gillan Eastman, '8 1,
a nd her husband, Mr. C. S. Eastman,
a r e now permanent resident s of Chicago, having removed from Pontiac,
Mich., their recent home. Her address is 6148 Kimbark aven ue.
Arthur 0. Ra.pe, '01, ,principal or'
t he Ray School, has succumbed to the
lure of the s uburbs and has moved
h is family out into Morgan Park.
H ere the cl wellers almost convince
themselves that they live in the
country. Mr . Rape moved last May

and his present address is 111th St.,
Morgan Park.
:,i iss Frances Wa ldron, '03, has
been in Estes P a rk. She is a boos te r
for s umme r vacations in the Rockies.
E . B. Smith, '88, and wife, Florence Gaston Smith, '88, with their
daughter als o toured E s tes Park.
They took the trip in their Ford,
camping along the Lincoln Highway .
They are booste rs for the excellent
a nd widely known Ford machine, belie ving i t equal to any demands made
upon it. Climbing 8,000 feet and
more has no terrors fo r it, although
there may be some d rawbacks fo r the
passengers. They went on to Denver, Colorado Springs and Manitou
before returning.
Mrs. Carrie P. Herndon, '93, for
seven years principal of the Irving
School in Hammond, Indiana, has resigned her position to accept her former place as Dean of Women and
Professor of History in the Woman's
Industrial College at Char lotte, North
Carolina. Mrs . Herndon spent the
summ er with a s ister at Potomac,
Illinois. In September she took up
h er college work at Charlotte.
Mr. Wm. H. Chamberlin, '76, a n d
fi.mily spent the summer vacation a t
Bay View, Michigan. Mr . Chamberlin, who is entering ·his thirtieth year
of service in the Chicago Public
Schools and his fourt eenth as princip a l of the McCormick school, met
with a painful accident while on
a n automobile trip to visit a broth er
who is a fruit farmer near St. Joe.
While on the return trip with his
nephew, Earl W. Chamberlin, near
New Buffalo, Ind., a piece of bad road
caused by a detour, had to• -be used.
A deep "chuck hole" was encountered which threw the occupants of
t he car violently out of their seats.
Mr. Chamberlin was thrown with
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great force against the top of the
car in such a way t,hat the left eyepiece of his spectacles was forced
down into .the socket of his left eye,
cutting through the upper eyelid and
lacerating the lower one. The eye
itself was uninjured, and at the Englewood hospital under the skill and
care of Dr. Boetcher, Mr. Chamberlin says "both eyelids were restored
.to normal and reasonable relations."
After a few days at the hospital, Mr.
Chamberlin was able to leave with
his family on the Steamship Manitou
for Bay View, July 16th.
It seems a miracle that the spectacles were not ,broken nor .the eyeball injured. A rest of five or six
weeks, it is believed, will restore Mr.
Chamberlin to his usual health for
the opening of his school in September.
Dr. John W. Cook -h as moved to
his home next door to his daughter,
Mrs. Agnes Cook Gale, '91. Here he
may, if he wis•hes, observe and reflect
upon the work of several Normalites
in the Ray School across the way.
Dr. Cook has been in poor health all
summer.
DEATHS
AARON GOVE
Following an illness which held
him bedridden for more than a year,
Aaron Gove, nationally prominent
educa,tor, scholar and business man,
died on August 1st at his apartments
at t-he Shirley hotel, Denver, Colorado. Death was due to a complication of diseases.
The funeral services were held
from the residence of Mrs. John McMurtry, 700 Wast.ington St., Denver.
Services were conducted by the ~ev.
David Utter. Interment was at Fairmount cemetery, the services here

being in charge of the Masons, of
whom Mr. Gove was -a prominent
member.
Mr. Gove was nearly 80 years old,
having been born in Hampton Falls,
N. H., s·ept. 26, 1839. He was graduated from the , Illinois Normal
school in 18 61 and in September of
the same year enlisted as a private
in the United States army. He served
throughout the war as a first lieutenant and adjutant.
During this service, as a member
of Company B, Thirty-.third Illinois
volunteer infantry, he was in 1'he
sieges of Vicksburg and Jackson,
Miss., and in New Orleans. He was
brevett ed captain and major, United
States volunteers, in March, 1865,
for "gallant and meritorious service
during the siege of Vicksburg, Miss."
Returning from war he took
charge of the public schools at Normal, Ill., which position he held until
called to take the superintendency of
Denver public schools in 1874, and
was in charge of the public schools
there thirty years.
Resigning this position in 1904 he
accepted a .position with the Western Sugar company and as a representative of that firm spent a great
part of his time in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Gove was a thir.ty-third degree
Mason and had been a commander of
the Loyal Legion and served as
grand commander of the KnigQ,ts
Templar of Colorado for three years.
The degree of master of arts was conferred upon him by Dartmouth college in 1878 and that of LL.D. by the
University of Colorado ten years
later. He served as president of the
National Educational Association in
1887-88.
Surviving him are four children,
]<,rank E. Gove, Aaron M. Gove, Mrs.
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Henry Hanningto11 and Mrs. John G.
McMur-try, all of whom reside in
Denver.-From the Rocky Mountain
Times.
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to his home near Sumner, Illinois,
and the body was lai d to rest in the
little country graveyard whe re his
mother is buried. He is survived by
a father, two sisters and five ·brothISAAC L. BETZER
ers, of whom Levi was the youngest.
Mr. Isaac L. Betzer, '81, died
Levi Lathrop came to Normal as a
June 7, 1919. For the past few student about 1911. H e taught sevyears he had been in the real est ate eral years in the rural schools of
and loan business in Topeka, Kansas. Lawrence county, coming to Normal
for spring and summer terms. He
graduated from t he Junior College
LEVI LATHROP
The faculty and many of the stu- course of the Normal school in 1915.
dent body were greatly shocked by During the next year he taught as
hearing on Wednesday evening, June · _principal of a small high sc-hool not
25, 1919, of the tragic death of Levi far from -Normal. He returned to
Lathrop, a most promising alumnus Normal in 1916 and received the deof the Illinois State Normal Univer- gree of Bachelor of Education from
sity. ·Mr. Lathrop was a member of the Teachers' College in 1918. He
a class in regional geography from immediately entered -t he service of
the Universi-ty of Chicago, and was his country, asking that he be ta!,e n
doing field work in the un glaciated ahead of his call in t he draft. He
region of southwestern Wisconsin. was sent to Callllp Taylor at LouisThe class of ten members under the ville, Kentucky, and was soon chosen
direction of Dr. Wellington D. Jones as a candidate in the Officers' Trainof the department of geography, had ing Corps of that c-amp. When the
camped near Cassville, Wisconsin, armistice was signed Mr. Lathrop
.for the .purpose of making a special had almost completed his course in
geographical study of the immediate training camp, and secured his honregion. During the storm of Tues . Nable discharge early in December,
ciay night, about eleven o'clock in 1918. In early J a nuary, 1919, he
the evening, the tent in which five entered the winter quarter of the
members of the class were sleeping University of Chicago, specializing in
was struck by ligh.tning. Mr. Lath- geograp h y and geo'ogy, aud would
rop and another member of the party have shortly completed the work for
were killed- a student from Cape t.he Master of Science degree had his
Town, South Africa. The three oth- tragic death not occurred.
ers in the tent were badly shocked
While attending school in Normal
by the lightning, but not ~eriously in- Mr. Lathrop was prominent in stujured. Due to the partial isolation dent ·,ctivities. He was president of
of the camp and the existence of a the Phi!adelphian Society, one of the
strike situation among telegraph em- wiuning debaters for that society in
ployees, news of the accident was the annual contest, and one of t he
not picked up by the Associated Press most loyal supporters that society
until late the next day through Du- has ever had. He was a membuque, Iowa.
ber of the cabinet of the Y. M. C. A.,
Arrangements were made for the of the Ciceronian Society, of the Scitaking of the body of Mr. Lathrop ence Club, prominent for his dram-
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atic ability as a Jester, a varsiLY del:>ater, a staunch supporter of ath letics
and of every movement which meant
1,rogress for his Alma Mater. Duri:,g the time when war work occui ied a part of the school activities
l,e took more than the usual ilnerest,
for, to quote Mr. Lathrop himself,
"He was serving even before he
donned the uniform." In the cla ssroom Mr. Lathrop was among the
first in his class. He was one of the
most promising of the younger graduates of the school, and his loss is
keenly felt by all who knew him.
Due to the telegraph cli~orders it
was not possible for a delega-tion of
his friends to be present at the funeral.
There were, however, floral
tributes which co uld best express to
the bereaved family the loss felt here.
The Department of Geography in
which Mr. Lathrop specialized at
Normal , and the Philadelphian Society sent a floral piece tied with the
black and orange, the colors of the
literary society he loved.
I have known Levi Lathrop since
he was a small boy, my home being
scarcely two miles from him. In his
home community he held a position
of highest worth. To know him was
to love him, and with the depth of
acquaintance came the respect a nd
honor clue <to a man who was of the
clean cut,
honorable,
trustworthy
type that has placed American manhood as the example for the world.
We who wer e overjoyed at being
among his circle of close friends will
miss him more than words can tell.
He was a man who could well be
taken, for he would be found more
worthy of higher service than most
of us. I am only too glad •to render
homage to such a friend.
Robert Guy Buzzard.

)USS S:'lll'l'H G l\".EX
XO'J.'.·\ BbE \L \Jt HOXOl t
Miss Alice 0. Smith, daughter of
Col. and .Wrs. D. C. Smith of Normal, has been a warded by the French
government a croix de guerre with
bronze star, one of the most distinguished marl{S of service which
were given during the war. Miss
Smith served as Reel Cross nurse
for a whole year at the front in
l<'rance, first with the forces of the
Allies and then with the American
forces. The story of some of her
many exciting experiences has previously been told.
\ Var Depai·tmen t's J..ette1·

The following is the letter rece ived
by Miss Smith from the war department of the U. S. govern ment:
"War Department, Washington;
from Surgeon General U. S. Army;
to Miss Alice 0. Smith; s ubject,
French decoration .
"1. The sur geon general directs
me to inform you that there has been
forwarded to you by registered mail
a Croix de Guerre with bronze star,
citation certificate and translation of
same.
"2. The surgeon general appreciates the meritorious service which
you have r endered and which has
resulted in the award of this decoration and desires me to inform you
that the a ware! will be made part of
your military record. G. T . Jones,
Colonel, M. C."
The F1·euch Citation
The following is the translation of
the order of the French government
and of the commanding general of
the forces with whom Miss Smith
served, telling of the award given to
her, and the reasons for the same:
"General Headquarters of the
French Armies of the East; staff
personal bureau, decorations: -With
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th e approbation of the commanderin-chief of the American Expeditionary Forces in France, the Mars ha I of France, commander-in-chief
of the French armies of the east,
cites in the order of' the regiment,
Alice 0. Smith, nurse, of the corps
of nurses A. E. F., of "M~bile Hospital A. E . F. 2." Remained at her
post and continued to give care to
t he wounded during a violent bombardment of the hospital at Bussy le
Chateau (France) on the 15th, 16th,
17th and 18th of July. At General
Headquarters, May 6, 1919, the Marshal of France, commander of the
J<,rench Armies of the E'ast. Petain."
Miss Smith. grad uated from the
university high school in 19 07.
PHILADELPHIA~ VAUDEVILLE
Friday evening, July 11, 1919, the
Philadelphians put on a vaudeville
with their usual "pep" and enthusiasm. Because of these characteristics, s o common in Philadelphians, the
s how was a huge success. All Phils
were proud of their society and summer students who ·had never been
d r awn into either society forthwith
d ecided to " join" no other s ociety
than Philadelphia.
For the first number Miss Schlabach s ang "The Danza" by Chadwick,
an d responded to an encore with Cadn1an's "At Dawning."

In the second number the audience
was delighted with Mary Thompson's
da nce, "The Pipes o' Pan." She was
forced to repeat it and even then the
audience let her go reluctantly.
A touch of comedy was given by
t he third number, "Excruciatingly
Enter taining Harmonies" given by
Messrs. Ziebold, Flanagan, Carmody
and Underzagt. These gentlemen are
noted fo r their clever stunts at I. s·.
N. U. and this was no exception. The
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violin invented and played by Mr.
Ziebold w!ls especially enjoyed. This
wonde rful instrument was made from
a broomstick, a cigar box and a piano
wire.
"Caprice Viennois," by Kreisler,
and "Fourth Mazurka" by Godard,
the piano numbers played by Miss
Mae Bloomquist showed the unmistakable talent of this loyal Philadelphian.
And last of a ll, after a prolonged
wait, came the one-act comedy, " Indian Summer." This was interpreted
admirably by t he following cast:
Adrienne- Miss Dorothy May
Douglas.
Briqueville- Mr. Robert Guy Buzzard.
Noel-Mr. Edward J. Flanagan.
Madame Le!>reton-M iss Mildred
Schlabach.
ALUMNI BANQUET
About two hundred guests were
present at t he Alumni Banquet this
yea r. The banquet was h eld in Fell
Hall and was truly a delightful occasion.
Preceding the ·banquet the Alumni
Association held a business meeting,
at which the following officers were
elected: President, Arthur W. Boley,
'16 , Principal of the Orphan's Home
school; vice-president, Mary Ann
Bell, '11, seventh grade critic teacher; treas urer, F. D. Barber, '94; Secretary, Annetta Bell Cooper, '11. It
was voted at this meeting to raise
the price of the Alumni Quarterly
from fifty cents t o one dollar a year.
Fred Hartin, 'l 7, acted as t oastmast er at the banquet. The welcome
address was given by Anna Stansbury, '17, and res ponses were made
by Lora Dare of the junior college
and Mrs. J. C. Ellinwood of the senior
col!ege. Miss Glenn Griggs, '11, paid
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a touching tr ibute to t he late Henry
McCormick, who for many years was
vice-president of t he university. H er
words s truck a responsive chord in
the breasts of all present who h ad
ever known this gr and old man.
This was the fiftieth anniversar y
of the graduation of Mrs. J a n e Pennell Carter. In honor of -the occasion
the Pennell fam ily spent the Commencement week in Normal. Those
attending the Alumni Banquet were
Mr s. Mary Penne!l _Barber, '67 ; Mrs.
Jane Pennell Carte r, '69; Hon. Joseph Carter, '7 0; Mrs. Flora Pennell
Brown, ' 7 i, and Miss Beulah Brown,
'15.
Mrs. M. L. Christian of the class 'f
1860, the first class to graduate from
the Norma l University, was present.
And as usu al Prof. R. E . Hie ronymus,
'86 , was present.
.-\.LU)lNI JN THE SU )DIER
PACULTY
Of the eight y-nine members of the
faculty for the s ummer term s twentyfive wer e alumni of this sch ool. They
are as follows:
Education
Alice Jean Patterson, '90.
Mat hematics
Olive Lillian Barton, '9 9.
Glen Griggs, '11 .
Ruth Anna David, '02.
Isaac Newton Warner, '00.
Commel'cial B1·anches
Ethel Oldaker, '19.
Physical Science
Frederick Delos Barber, '94.
Thomas Morse Barger, '02.
Ella Rose Dean, '16.
Biolog y
J ohn Lossen P r icer, '99.
Perna Stine, ' 1 8.
Anna Blake, '07 .
Geogra phy
Robert Guy Buzzard, '14.

Eunice R. Blackburn, '16.
H e nry Harrison Russell, ' 08.
Eulalia Tortat, '18.
The Englis h l,ang uage
Alma Mary Hamilton, '08.
Lora Mary Dexheimer, '01.
Isabel Hazlett, '0 9.
Home Economics
Annetta Belle Cooper, '11.
Al't
Clarissa Elizabeth Eta, '84 .
Training School
Thomas J. Lancaster, '16.
Jessie May Dillon, '98.
Lura Mary Eyestone, '06.
J,ibra1-y
Edna Kelly, '10 .
POSITIONS SF.:CUHF.:D
Mary P . Adams, 5th grade, Aurora,
$850.
Norma A. Albrigh t, Home Economics, Geneseo, $1,000 .
H azel D. Allen, 3rd gra de, Et Paso,
$765.
Lola Allen , 1 st grade, Cicero, $850.
L. Grace Anderson, 7th grade,
Rock I slan d .
Emily M. Bartlett, Beecher, $675.
Ounita Bela nger, 1st g rade, SLr eator, $800.
H azel Oneta B la ir, John Swaney,
McNabb, $855.
Julia Bock, 5th and 6th g rad e,
Wenona, $765.
Ina Bartmess, Geography, Thompson, $8 10.
Imo J. Bozarth, 5th and 6th g rade,
Cicero, $900.
Ruth Brad ley, Primary, Decatur,
P50.
Avanel Brickey, 4th grade, Chillicothe, $810.
Cora C. Bruno, Antioch, $900.
Madeline Opal Brown, 3 rd grade,
Decatur, $650.
Charlotte E. Burn s, 3rd grade, Lexington, $ 750.
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Ethel Burtner, 7th grade, Homer,
$810.
Jessie Button, 2nd and 3rd, Pax~
ton, $630.
Agnes M. Cannon, Boyle school ,
I vesdale, $680.
Fred Carlson, Athletics ~tuttgart,
Ark ., $1,500.
Helen Carter, English and History,
Chandlerville, $1,000.
Essie D. Clark, English and Latin,
Orion, $900.
Phyllis Collins, Commercial, Waverly, $900.
Ruth Cooper, Grade, Champaign,
$756.
Gladys V. Dambman, 1st grade,
Savanna, $750.
Lora Dare, Public Speaking, Atwood, $855.
Mrs. Minnie Darling, Lower grade,
Madison, $7 20.
Estelle Darnall, 6th grade, Decatur, $900.
Mary L. Dean, Science, Pittsfield,
$900.
Anneta Dennis, Music, Taylorville,
$9 00.
Minnie E. DeSart, Principal, Onarga, $1,100.
M. Alyce Doody, Commercial, Mason City, $85 5 .
Dorothy May Douglass, 1st grade,
Elmwood, $675.
Gladys M. Dubson, 8th grade arithmetic, Pekin, $850.
Esther E. Elliott, 2nd grade, Pana,
$7 20.
Gladys Marion Enlow, Primary,
Decatur, $650.
Herbert Farnam, Principal, Antioch, $1,000.
Irene Farrell, 6th grade, Warsaw,
$765.
Lillian Fehr, 1st grade, Cicero,
$800.
Marguerite E. Fields, 1st grade,
Rossville, $1,00/J.

Lena Louise Foskule, 7th and 8th
gr ade, Durand, $720.
Marie Gangwer, 3rd grade, Monticello, $ 9 0 0.
Faith B. Garver, Garrett, $800.
Hallie H. Gillis, Man. Trg. C-arrollton, $1,350 .
Esther H. Goodknecht, John Swaney, :wcNabb, $855.
May Goodwin, High School, New
Holland, $1,000.
M. Al thea Hal!i gan, Pawnee, $675.
Chester M. Hammerlund, H igh
School, Auburn, $ 1,1 25.
Cap itola Hanson , Grammar grades,
Kl'i sbeer, $900.
HachaP.l Hanson, Commercial, New
LJmlin. $1,000.
J:uth Hargitt, 1st grade, Lexingto n. $855.
.J e,sie Harris, 1st g r ade, Lafayet;;,,, $720.
Lo• ise E. Harts on, 1st grade, Deca t ur, $650.
Esther H. Heinhors t, Country, San
Jose, $560.
Vivian E. Hicks, Edwardsville,
8650.
Ida Hieronymus, High School,
Madison .
Margaret Hilti, 5th grade, Lexing..
t on, $855.
L . Lucile Hodges, Taylorville,
~855.
Ton y Hostettler, Principal grade,
Virden, $900.
El!a Frances Hubbard, Country,
DeLand, $640.
Paul Buffingt on, Science, Elmwood , $ 1,300.
Eugenia Humble, 1st grade, Oak
Park, $800.
Beulah Hutchens , Country, Greenup.
Guy vV. Ireland, Superintendent,
Stewardson, $1,300.
Erma M. Jackson, Mathematics.
Ca rrollton, $950.
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Euris Jackson, Principal High
School, Tallula, $1,800.
Helen M. Jackson, Mathematics,
Mackinaw, $900 .
Emma. E. Jacobs, Decatur, $800.
Olga F. Janssen , 3rd and 4th
grades, Thomson, $720.
Kenneth H. Jones , Principal, Wenona, $1,200.
Estelle Kamm, Home B"conomi<:s ,
l~isher, $900.
Della. Kauffman, Country, Stanford, $480.
Gladys B. Kays, 3d and 4th grades,
East Lynn, $720.
Lula McAdams Kehl, Asst. Principal, Varna, $900.
Florence I. Kenney, Country, Loda,
$640.
Ray Kettering, Manual Training,
LaSalle, $1,500 .
Gladys Killough, Music and Art,
Mackinaw, $765 .
Mary J. Kinsella, 5th grade, Decatur, $800.
Mary Krantz, Kewanee, $720.
Irene Langdon, Holder, $680.
Gertrude
Larson,
8th
grade ,
Woodriver, $810.
John Little, Principal grade, Atwood, $1,062.
Dorothy E. Lon g, 4th grade, Lexin g ton, $7 65.
Anna C. McDaniel, 8th grade ,
Aledo, $765.
Grace McElroy, 1st grade, Decatur,
$650.
George S. McKean, Country, Downer's Grove, $810 .
Miriam Manchester, E nglis h, Dan\"ille, $1,000.
Bertha C. Mandler, Grammar, Oak
Pa.rk, $800.
Ruth Maxwell, 1 st g rade, Homer,
$720.
Marguerite E . .Meek, Primary, McNabb, $810.

:.Vlarie Meyer, Lat in and French,
Granville, $900 .
?vlary Michalov, 1st grade, Standard, $5 60.
Elizabeth H . Miller, Tompson,
$810.
Mildred Miller, Commercial, Pawnee, $1,000.
Myrtle E ilzabeth Mor ris, Home
Economics, Chatham, $1 , 200.
Mary .Mostyn, Int. grade, Oak Park,
$800.
Goldie .Mitchell, Country, Hudson,
$5 20.
J. Anita Myers, Latin and Mathematics, Cabery, $900 .
Eva M. Nutty, 7th and 8th grades,
Wenona, $7 65.
James F. O'Brien, Principal, Roanoke, $1,100.
Dorothy Oldham, 3rd and 4th
g rades, Fisher, $630.
Barba.ra Owings, 4th grade, Granville, $675.
Frances Oxford, Country, Martinton, $800.
Russel )-,. Packard. History and
A thletics, Virden, $900.
Lillian May Park, Batavia, $760.
Ruby Poland, Lower grade, Millersburg, $675.
John K . Price, Principal grade
school, Bellflower, $800.
Edythe Rayhill, Savoy, $720.
Harry Rayl, Commercial, Ch arlest on, $1,260.
Ruby F. Reid, 5th grade, Dwight,
$900.
Rose Enola Ro-berts, Music, Greenview, $765.
Upper grade,
Martha Robins,
Savoy, $900.
Mrs. Margaret E. Roney, Decatur,
$900.
Bla nche Alice Rus hworth, 1st and
2 nd grade, El P.aso, $720.
Roy Schofield, Principal, Bellflower, $1 ,800.

Fanny i:1'1. Sli'ell, Country, :.VIahomet, $640.
Mrs. Floy Sherman, Supply, Decatur, $950.
Bessie H. Skinner, Lower grade,
Kankakee, $655.
Alice Sperry 7th grade geography,
Pekin, $850.
Velma Pauline Spooner, 1st grade,
Gardner, $855.
Mary L. Stewart, Latin and English, Mason City, $1,000.
Winifred M. Stuart, 4th g rade,
Paxton , $600.
Edith L. Swan der, High School,
Beecher City, $900.
Harriet Teniuty, Country, Carlock,
$600.
L ela Tobias, 2nd grade, Streator,
$800.
Mabel Tredennick, Departmenta l,
Lexington, $855.
H erman L. T schentke, Principal
High School, Augusta, $1,1 25.
Dorot hy E. Van Petten, 2nd grade,
Colfax, $7 4 5.
J essie L. Walter, Upper g r ades,
McNabb, $900 .
Marie Warfield, Mathematics, High
School, Ch atham, $1,080.
,
Mary Wharton, I. 0. 0. F., Lincoln ,
$720.
Nellie Widdows, Domestic Science,
Leland, $990.
Mrs. Amy L. Wilber , 7th and 8th
grad e, P awnee, $800.
K. A. Wilber, Principal, Pawnee,
$1,500.
Ellen J. Wilson, Palmyra, $640.
Florence
Wilson,
Commercial,
Thompson, $900.
Gert rude M. Wilson, 8th dept.
Waukegan.
Merret Winegarnet, English and
History, Minier, $810.
Laura Wiseman, English, Palmyra,
$1 ,080.

l<,lorence Wynd, High School, Car lock, $850.
)Iarcia G. Ziems, Science, Virden,
$9_00.
.-\ l, L")lXl XEW S l 'l'E)lS
)Ir. A. D. Beckhart, '75, wri tes
that he had expected to attend the
Alumni banquet this year. That
proved to be impossible but he now
expects to be here next year.
i\1r. Nathan T. Veatch, '81, is assistan t s uperintenden t of public instruction of Kansas.
Mrs. Jessie Bullock Kashner, '96,
of Tacoma, Washington, visited at
the home of her uncle, Mr. T. P. McCullough , of Mason street. Later
she went to El Paso to visit with her
father.
Miss Mae E. Picken , '02, is teaching in the State Normal School in
Superior, Wis., this year.
Miss Edith Mossman , '04, is teaching mathematics in the high school in
Berkeley, Cali fornia.
Mr. John P. Stewart, who graduated l'l'om the university t wenty years
ago, was in Normal attending the
commenceme nt week exercises. :.Ylr.
Stewart taught from 1903 to 1906,
then went to Cornell, where he took
his A.B. and Ph.D. d egrees. !?or a
time he was connected with t h e state
college of ·Pennsylvania . At the
same time he was state pomologist of
Pennsylvania. He is now engaged in
priYate orchar d enterprises in the
Cu mberland Valley, near Shippensburg, P a . Mr. Ste"·art is an authority on apples. He was on his way
back from southern Illinois, where he
was called in consultation concernin g the welfare of the large a.pple orchards in that part of the state.
Miss Gertrude Heller, of 308 West
Willow street, is teaching at Decatur
with a substantial ;ncrease in salary.
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This will be Miss Heller's sixth year
in the Decatur schools. She graduated with the class of 19 0 1.
Miss Bernice McKinney, '00, and
il•liss Iva Burdick, '18, spent their
vacation in the east visiting with
their cousin, Ensign Thomas M.
Eaton, of the class of 191 7.
Mrs. George J. Zinn, of Se\\"ard,
Alaska, was in Normal for a couple
or months, visiting her sister , Mrs.
Hoy Bates. · ivlrs. Zinn, fo r merly Miss
Clara Fritter, and Mrs. Bates, formerly Miss Edna Fritter, both graduated in 1901.
Miss Olive Hunting, '04, formerly
of this city, but for several years past
residing at Boise, Idaho, was a guesr.
at the home of her uncle, Mr. John
Ruble, of 700 North Linden street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Co rrin gton and
family, of 308 West Mulberry street,
Normal, visited \\"ith Mr. Coningten's mother in San Francisco . On
the return trip they stopped in
Payette, I daho, with Mr. John Mcl(inney, '00. Mrs. Corrington \\"as
Miss Mildre-d McKinney, '05.
Herc P:rom Rlizabet-ht{m·n
Capt. and Mrs. 0. K. Yeager and
children, of Elizabethtown, visited
at the home of Mrs. Yeager's
parents, Rev. and Mrs. E. P . Brand,
201 North School street. Capt. Yeager had just been discharged from
military service at Cam,p Knox, Ky.
Mrs. Yeager was Miss Hazel Brand,
of the class of '06.
Miss Mabel Clare Stark, '06, has
resigned her position as head of the
geography department in DeKalb, to
do graduate work at the University
of Chicago this year.

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Aldrich and
family of 206 West Ash street, took
an auto trip through the northern
part of the state and up into Michi-

gan . They stopped on the way at
Williamsville, where Mrs. Aldrich's
parents live. Mrs. Aldrich was formerly Miss Mabel Tucker, '07.
Miss Sylvia Smith, '0 7, spent her
vacation in Normal.
:.vriss Edna B. Gray of the class of
1 907, attended Columbia University
this summer.
:.vriss Florence Olson of the class of
1907, \\"ho is now Mrs. "Will Stallings,
is living in Coimbea, Portugal, where
her husband is a Y. M. C. A. secreta r y.
Miss Mildred Coburn of the class
of 1907, spent the past year in
Teacher's College in New York City.
She re~8ived the degree of Master of
Arts. At present she is teac hing
mathematics in a girls' college in
Minnesota.
Miss Minnie Vantrim of the class
of 19 07, spent the past year in
Teacher College in New York City.
In June she received the degree of
Master of Arts, and the diploma for
"Supervision of Foreign Schools."
on August 23 she returned to her
work in China, sailing from Vancouver on the S. S. Monteagle.
Mr. Guy A. Buzzard, '08, head
the l\fagnolia Townshirp high school,
was in Normal renewing old acquain tan ces. He received his degree
from the Normal university in 1918,
then sp_e nt a year at the University
of Chicago.
Ernest Lightbody, of Glasford,
who g raduated from the university
in 1914, and took his degree in 1916,
was in Normal recently. Mr. Lightbody is principal of t-he township high
school at Weldon. He was released
from army service in the middle of
tl;e summer. During the time he
was in the service he was stationed
on the Mexican border.
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Mr. Chester Dillon, a former well
known Normal boy, whose parents
1,ow reside near Mackinaw, has been
elected to the position of director of
athletics at Birmingham, Ala., for the
coming year at an increase of $600
per year in salary. Mr. Dillon taught
in t he East Waterloo, Ia ., high school
last year. He graduated from the
No rmal University in 1908, and from
the University of Illinois in 1913. He
was right halfback on the Illinois
footba ll team for three years. For
six weeks he has attended the coach's
sch o:)l of the University of Chicago.
:\fr. and Mrs. Charles Harrison and
daughter, Hazel Jane, of Cleveland,
Ohio, visited Mrs. Harrison's mother,
Mrs. Frank Tucl{er, of 402 Broadway.
After a few days in Normal they
" ·<>nt to Cuba, Ill. Mr. Harrison
graduated in '09 and Mrs. (Mary
Tucker) Harrison in '10 .
Mr. Herbert L. Huffington of 401
North Linden street, has finished the
medical course offered at Northwestern University in Chicago. H e has
accepted an internship at St. Luke's
hospital in Chicago. Mr. Huffington graduated in 1912.
Miss Carr ie Boling, principal of the
high school at Deland for the past
t hree years, attended the commencement exercises at the university. Miss
Boli ng received her B.E. degree at
I. S. K. U. in 1912.
Mr. Homer C. Couch, '09, ·has prepared a course of study for the Grant
Vocational High School at Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, or which he is principal.
Better known to students of some
years ago as "Dan" Carroll, D. B.
Carroll is today instructor in civics
and -history in the Technical High
School of I ndianapolis. He returned
for a brief visit with Normal friends
recently and it was a pleasure to see
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him once more within our halls .
For almost two years Captain Carroll was serving our country- being
a member of -the first officers' training camp at Fort Sheridan. He was
sent to Harvard for more intensive
training, then to Camp Taylor, later
to Camp Sherman and went overseas
in September, 1918. Landing but a
short time before the armistice, he
spent the winter in France and has
but recently returned to civil life.
Mrs. F. Messner and daughter,
Mabel, of Tulsa, Oklahoma, visited
Miss Della Mccorkle, of 500 North
Linden street. Miss Mabel has taught
departmental work in the schools at
Tulsa for the past year and she returns again this year. Miss Messner
is of the class of '1 3 . The principal
of the school in which she teaches is
John McLeod, ' 13. Mrs. McLeod,
a lso '13, was formerly Miss Eva
Markland.
Lieut. Howard A. Johnson of the
aviation service, visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Johnson, of 202
North School street. Lieut. Johnson, who graduated from the University High School in 1 9 13, has been
overseas a year and a half.
Mrs. Vernon Lindsey, who graduated from the university with the
class of 1913, r ecently visited friends
in Normal. She was formerly Miss
Jessie Braymer.
Mr. Frem.ont Wirth, who graduated from t he univer sity here with
the class of 1913, visited friends in
Normal. He has finished the summer school at the University of Illinois. He has his A.B. and A.M. deg r ees from t hat school, and is n ow
in the University of Chicago for his
Ph .D. degree in history.
Miss Helen Winchell, '13, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G. W . Winchell, of
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Sudduth road, spent part of the summer in Los Angeles, Cal. , with relatives, after which she visited at other
points on the coast.
:\1iss Fern Garden, who graduated
in the class of 1913, and is now
teac-hing in Seattle, Wash., recently
vi~.ited in Normal.
Miss Hazel Myers, also ' 13, who
teaches with Miss Garden in Seattle,
visited t he university in company
with Miss Edna Zellhofer, ' 1 3, who
has just received her A.B . degree
from the University of Illinois.
l\'Iiss Florence M. Wescott is teaching her fourth year as principal of
the- Averyville high school, Peoria.
:\1iss Wescott graduated in '13.
Miss Gertrude Mayo has been reelected principal of the Central
School in North Chicago and given
an increase of $350 in salary. Miss
Mayo received h~r Normal diploma
,yith the class of 1914 and graduated
from the Teachers' College two years
later.
:Mr. Ralph E. Garrett of the Nor mal class of 1914, is principal of the
school at Athens, Ill.
Lieut. Talmadge Petty, who was
here about 1 914, is pursuing graduate studies at the University of Chicago next year.
H. J. Clinebell, of the class of 1914
is the County Agricultural Agent in
Terre Haute, Indiana.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Johnson, of
Duluth, Minn ., visited friends in
Normal and also Mrs. Johnson's sister, Mrs. F. W . Wasman, of Downs.
Mr. Johnson graduated fro·n the Normal public school in 1905. He is also
a graduate of Br adley Polytechnic
school at Peoria and the Columbia
University. Mrs. Johnson, who was
formerly Miss Frances Pond, graduated from the Normal University in
1914. Before going to Duluth, Mr.

Johnson taught wood,York a nd drawing in St. Louis. He is now teach ing
weod work in the Central high school
at Duluth.
Miss Mar jorie Brand of Normal,
class of '14, spent the summer at
home. Miss Brand has taught in the
Antioch high school for the past two
years and will return to teach in the
same school for the coming year.
Miss Lotti-e V. Boundy, teacher of
Domestic Science in the Litchfield
high school, has accepted the position of domestic science instructor in
the township high school at Forest,
Ill., at a salary of $ 1,1 50 per year.
Miss Boundy graduated from I. S. N .
U. in 1914.
Mr. Robert Guy Buzzard, of s ·umner, III., who has been teaching geography during both of the summer
tC'rms at the university, was elected
as head of the geography department at the Northern Illinois State
Normal School at DeKalb.
Mr. Buzzar d graduated fr om the
Normal University in 1 914. He took
his B.S. degree from the University
of Chicago in 1916, a nd his M.S. degree in geography in 1917. H e was
a member of t h e Chicago chapter of
the Acacia fraternity.
He enlisted July 3, 1917, with the
Cniversity of Chicago ambulan ce
company, and was transferred to the
signal corps early in 1918, and was
promoted from the ranks to a second lieutenancy in the meteorological
section of the signal corps, having
charge of the school of fire for field
artillery at Fort Sill, Okla. Mr. Buzzard did n ot at any time attend an
officers' school; he rose from the
ranks simply on his merits. He was
released from service April 11, 1919,
and returned to Normal, where he
t r,ught both sumn,er terms.
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i\fr. Karl C. Zehren is in the manufacturing business wi th Zehren Bros.
at J<'lanagan, Ill. Mr. Zehren graduated from Normal in 1914.
Lieut. Roy Deal, who gr a d uated
from the Normal university in 1915,
visited friends in Normal. Mrs. Deal
was with him. Lieut. Deal has recen tly returned from ten month s'
ser vice overseas with. Battalion B,
302d Tank Corps. He cam e over on
the " Okla homa," which acted as escort to t h e "Geor ge Was hington,"
the s hi p on which President W ilson
r eturned to America, a nd landed July
8.
Lieut. and Mrs. Deal live in Cleveland, Ohio.
vVilliam Hemmer was in Normal
fo r a few clays' visit. Mr. H emmer
received bis B.Ed. degree fro m the
Norma l un iversity in 1915. Since
that ti me he h as been specializing in
manual t rainin g. During the past
year he was instructor in vocational
trainin g in the township high school
at Green Valley, Ill . He will s pend
th is year in gr a duate st udy at the
UniYersity of Chicago. Last winter Mr. Hemmer had his left hand
badly cut in a band saw.
L ee 0. Yoder, who received his
Bachelor of Education degree in
191 5, has been transferred from the
,.,eather bur ea•1 at Bismar<:k, N. D .,
to Pueblo, Colo.
Miss Alice Gasaway, who attended
t h e University of Illinois last year,
visited in Normal r ecently. Miss
Gasaway is a graduate of t h e university with the class of 1916.
Miss Valeria F oster, of 411 North
School street, has been r e-en gaged
t o teach in the Decatur junior high
school at a substan t ial increase in
salary. This is Miss Foster's third
year in this school. She graduated
r,•om the u n iversity in 1 9 16.
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Rev. and Mrs. Edgar Masterson
and daughter Grace, and Prof. ancl
Mrs. A. W. Boley, \\'ent on an auto
trip to California this s ummer. They
went Yia the Santa Fe t r ail. Prof.
and Mrs. Boley both graduated from
the uni,·ersity with t he class of 1916.
Mi·. Thomas Lancaster has the
eighth g rade cri tic position in the
Tr aining School. He received the
degree of Bachelor of Education in
191 6.
Mr. Ray Kottoring, who returned
from a r my service la~t winter, has
been r e-elected to the position of
manual trai n ing teacher at LaSalle
for next year at a salary of $15 0 per
month, which is an a dvance of $2 5
per month ove1· his salar y of last
yea r. Mr. Kettering graduated in
1 9 16.
Miss 1\"orma A. Hogue of t he class
of ' 16, has received a year's leave of
absence from her s ixth grade wo r k
in Monmouth, Ill., to teach in the
Maunaolu Seminary, Paid, . Maui,
H awaii Ter., a boardin g school for
H awaiian, Chinese a nd Japanese
girls.
Corp. Grant W iley of Kewanee,
who gra duated from the Normal
University in 1917, was in Normal
recen tly renewing old acquaintances.
Corp. Wiley has just returnee! from
overseas. He left the states the
n inth of September, a nd returned the
eleventh of July. H e was with the
ar my service corps. From J a n uary
until June, he taught mathema-tics in
the army sch ool at St. Nazaire,
France. He was originally with
H eadquarters Troop, 86th Division.
They returned early in the year, and
he then volunteered to teach in t h e
army school.
Mr. Paul LeMarr, of Carlinville,
visited friends in Normal recently.
He ,ms fo rmerly a stu dent at t he
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university, graduating in 1 917, and
taking his degree the following year.
He was with Co. K, 4-l st infantry,
for eight month s, during which time
he was stationed at Camp Funston,
Kansas. He was released from ~ervice the 29th of last January. He has
taught school for a number of years.
a nd expects to resume that work.
Mr. A. VI/. Dragoo, who graduated
from the university in 1917, is en gaged al the I. S. :-.I . U. For the
past t"·o years he has been superintendent of schools at Arthur, Ill.
Earl Stevens, '17, is superintende nt of schools at Rantoul, Ill.
Miss Estelle Yewell, who graduated
from the university in 1918, · spent
severa l days in Normal this sp ring.
She attended the University of Chicago this summer and is teaching in
the Hopeda le high school again the
t o1uing year.
Mr. Leonidus Harr, superintendent
of schools at Mt. Olive for the past
two years, is now principal of the
township high school a t Assumption.

:vJr. Harr received his B.E. degree in
1917.
Henry Porter; who graduated here
in 1 9 1 3, and t ook his B.Ed. degree in
1917, was at summer school at the
U. of I. :\fr. Porter is superintendent of the Commu nity high sch ool at
A thens, Ill.
:mss Aline Phillips of Normal, who
graduated in 191 7, visited relatives
in Mississippi this summer. Later
she went to Chicago to take the Applied Arts Summe1· School. Miss
Phillips has taught two years at
:\-lackinaw.
:\-1iss Margaret :\-1anchester, da ughter , of Norma.I, has retu rned to her
teaching in Cleveland, Ohio. i\Iiss
Manchester graduated in 1918.
Miss Clelia Sadler, of the class of
1 918, is teach ing primary in East
Lynn.
Miss E llen Toy who has taught at
the Soldiers' Orphans' Home in Normal for the past t hree years, is teaching in Riverside, Ill. Miss Toy
graduated "·ith the class of 1918.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS

1. \Vhen you change address notify us. Second-class mail can not be
forwarded without extra postage. Vl/e can not <lelive1· The Quarterly to
you unless we have your correct address.
2. \l\ihen writing us please state briefly news concerning yourself and
c,ther alumni. You can help greatly to make The Quarterly interesting
reading.
3. \ ,V hy not plan a class reunion next June ? Jf you think that a reu1ion of your class is possible next June drop u s a line and we will co-operate in planning one. In 1920 there should be reunions of the classes of
1860, 1870, 1880, 1890, 1900, 1910, 1915, 1917 and 1919 at least. \ Ve ca_n
now accommodate 400 at the A lumni Dinner.

